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ABSTRACT

Renewable energy technologies, specifically, solar photovoltaic cells, combined with bat-

tery storage and diesel generators, form a hybrid system capable of independently powering

remote locations, i.e., those isolated from the grid. If sized correctly, hybrid systems re-

duce fuel consumption compared to generator-only alternatives. We present an optimization

model to solve the hybrid power system design and dispatch problem for remote locations,

modeling the acquisition of different power technologies as integer variables and their opera-

tion using nonlinear expressions. Our cost-minimizing, nonconvex, nonlinear, mixed-integer

program contains a detailed set of battery-only constraints that (i) considers rate-capacity

effects in assigning discharge current; (ii) calculates both voltage and lifetime as a function

of state-of-charge and current; and (iii) adjusts rate-capacity and resistance parameters to

temperature. We demonstrate that neglecting these characteristics, which is common to

facilitate tractability of the problem, could lead to over-estimation of battery performance

by as much as 30%. Due to the complexities of this model, we present symmetry re-

duction and linearizations, the latter of which includes exact and convex under-estimation

techniques. Specifically, we demonstrate how to employ the convex envelope of a bilinear

term as a relaxation to bound and solve the problem, and also how to tighten this relaxation

by partitioning on one or both of these variables in the bilinear term. Although partitioning

is computationally expensive, we demonstrate that by providing the solver with an initial

feasible solution as a “warm-start,” we are able to solve model instances in a reasonable

amount of time. We determine, in a matter of hours, solutions within 5% of global op-

timality that closely resemble those from the nonlinear model. Our instances contain real

data spanning a yearly horizon at hour fidelity and demonstrate that a hybrid system could

reduce fuel consumption by as much as 50% compared to a generator-only solution.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Operational energy improvements in the form of increased use of renewable energy and

decreased demand are being made daily at Department of Defense (DoD) installations across

the globe in support of climate change initiatives and to protect the DoD from energy price

fluctuations. However, current initiatives have had limited success at Forward Operating

Bases (FOBs), which are critical to the DoD’s ability to project combat forces throughout

the world. A DoD Energy Task Force commissioned in 2007 at the height of OPERATION

IRAQI FREEDOM and OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM reported that the “unnec-

essarily high and growing battlespace fuel demand compromises operational capability and

mission success; requires an excessive support force structure at the expense of operational

forces; creates more risk for support activities than necessary; and increases life-cycle oper-

ations and support costs” [59].

In 2010, a report by Noblis for the Strategic Research and Development Program (SRDP)

provided a comprehensive analysis on Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) that indicated the

fuel required to sustain the over 700 FOBs in Iraq and Afghanistan combined was well over a

half a million gallons per day, owing to three suboptimal ways in which electricity is supplied

and consumed: (i) the dwellings are inefficient to heat and cool, (ii) the supply of power

generated far exceeds the demand, and (iii) generators and appliances are inefficient and

often incompatible with each other [69]. A team from the United States Corps of Engineers

(USACE) echoed these observations, citing that “power requirements fluctuate constantly

and are typically not optimized for efficiency” [79]. Generally, both operational and tactical

commanders prioritize power reliability over efficiency. Herein lies the motivation of our

research: how to match power supply to demand so that supply requirements are minimized

without compromising reliability.
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Currently, FOBs rely solely on generator power, which demands frequent logistical resup-

ply to maintain necessary fuel reserves, because commercial grid power is unavailable. Hybrid

systems that integrate renewable energy technologies, such as solar photovoltaic power (PV)

and batteries with diesel generators in a microgrid setup, are effective at providing grid-

quality electrical power to remote locations at a reduced cost and emissions levels. Given

these benefits, the DoD is exploring options to employ hybrid systems to power FOBs. A

key challenge in this effort is determining the optimal mix of power resources (conventional

generators, renewable sources, and energy storage) and how to operate them to minimize

fuel consumption, while adhering to restrictions that govern the operation and performance

of the system. For simplicity, we refer to this problem as design and dispatch.

Optimization of the design and dispatch problem, which involves modeling nonlinearities

and integer restrictions, is NP-hard. Because this problem considers both procurement and

operation of technologies over time horizons of up to a year most efforts to solve it incor-

porate either evolutionary algorithms or simulations. Although these approaches produce

feasible solutions, they lack an assessment of the solution compared to the global optimum.

Deterministic modeling such as linear programming (LP) and/or mixed integer program-

ming (MIP) to solve the design and dispatch problem, especially for one-year time horizons,

are few, and nearly all of them lack sufficient battery performance detail. Design and dis-

patch assumes the hybrid system to be in a steady-state, which allows for the consideration

of longer time periods, i.e., hours instead of micro-seconds. This increased time fidelity

facilitates modeling some technologies and interoperability relationships linearly; however,

batteries are not as simple, because relationships involving capacity and power are nonlin-

ear. Although explicitly modeling these nonlinearities is often intractable, MIPs that employ

tight linear relaxation schemes to bound and solve the nonlinear problem are not only an

effective modeling option, but they present an assessment of solution quality that is crucial

to maximizing DoD efforts to increase efficiency of powering FOBs.
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In this dissertation, we present four chapters related to the design and dispatch problem,

each with a number of formulations and constraint sets (see Table 1.1). The first two

chapters reflect papers submitted for publication, while the third and fourth present work

that supports three collaborative working papers.

Table 1.1 Complete list by chapter of all named models and sets of constraints in order of
appearance. SoC: battery state of charge; MINLP: mixed-integer nonlinear program.

Name Chapter Classification Description

(P) 2 MINLP Design and dispatch optimization model
(U) 2 MIP Design and dispatch optimization model
(N ) 3 MINLP Set of battery-only constraints in which

voltage is a function of SoC
and rate-capacity bounds restrict discharge current

(E) 3 MIP Set of battery-only constraints that
assumes constant voltage and
does not model rate-capacity

(PB) 3 MIP Set of battery-only constraints in which
voltage is a function of SoC
and rate-capacity bounds restrict discharge current

(PF) 3 MIP Set of generator, PV technology,
and system inter-operability constraints

(E+) 3 MIP Dispatch optimization model
(PF)+ (E) battery constraints

(PB+

) 3 MIP Dispatch optimization model
(PF)+ (PB) battery constraints

(UP ) 4 MIP (U) with partitioning;
labeled (UP1) through (UP11)

(Pθ) 5 MIP (PB) with temperature considerations
(Pflow) 5 MIP Set of flow battery-only constraints

In Chapter 2, we present the design and dispatch problem for a hybrid system comprised

of PV, generators, and batteries. We introduce common practices in modeling both tech-

nology performance individually and then integrated as part of a hybrid system. First we

formulate the design and dispatch problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP)

(P), which (i) considers realistic procurement of technology sets by modeling varying sizes

and quantities; (ii) guarantees demand is met for each time period; and (iii) employs a de-
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tailed battery model. Attempts to solve (P) for time horizons greater than one-day prove

intractable; therefore, we relax (P) by employing convex envelopes to bound the nonlinear-

ities and formulate (U), which is a MIP. In (U), we employ both symmetry reduction and

linearization techniques to solve 14 year-long demand scenarios at hourly fidelity (8,760 hrs)

to within 5% of global optimality in fewer than 10 hours. We conclude the chapter with a

detailed analysis that quantifies the tightness of our relaxation.

In Chapter 3, we present a chemist’s approach to determine nonlinear-feasible battery

dispatch that accounts for the following: (i) a battery’s capacity varies based on discharge

current, which we refer to as the rate-capacity effect, (ii) voltage is a function of state of

charge and current, and (iii) power is a function of the product of current and voltage.

From this iterative algorithm, we derive a nonlinear set of battery-only constraints (N )

for integration in an optimization model, such as (P), to account for battery performance

in a hybrid system. Due to tractability concerns with (N ), we empirically derive (PB), a

mixed-integer linear set of constraints. Theoretical and empirical results comparing (PB)

to a commonly used set of constraints (E) in a hybrid system optimization dispatch model

validate the necessity of our approach.

In Chapter 4, we improve the convex-envelope relaxation technique used to approximate

bilinear terms in (U) by partitioning, or sub-dividing, the feasible region into n pieces and

then taking the convex envelope of each piece, i.e., creating n sub-envelopes. By reducing

the feasible region in this manner, we reduce the size of the convex envelope, which facil-

itates a tighter fit and decreases approximation error. Authors in references [38] and [82]

successfully employ this technique; however, [38] identifies five partitioning models as being

computationally best, in terms of size and tightness. We employ these five models for each

variable in the bilinear term, which yields ten total. We also select one of the five models

to partition on both variables in the bilinear term. In total, we present 11 models (UP1)

through (UP11) and then solve the aforementioned 14 FOB scenarios. We demonstrate that

with a “warmstart,” i.e., an initial feasible solution, partitioning is a tractable technique to
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reduce error.

Chapter 5 focuses on making realistic modifications to (PB). The two variables which

have the strongest impact on realizing battery capacity are (i) temperature and (ii) depth

of discharge. As a the battery’s temperature increases, its available capacity decreases and

the internal resistance increases. Because we only consider depth of discharge in (PB), we

modify it, which we call (Pθ), by employing ambient temperature as a proxy for internal

battery temperature in calculating rate-capacity and resistance parameter values. Results

from a computational study indicate that neglecting the effects of temperature may over-

estimate total battery use by 2 to 6%. Lastly, we present an additional modification to (PB)

designed to model flow-battery performance. Unlike lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries, in

which energy and power are coupled, flow batteries offer the decoupling of energy and power.

This enables us to tailor the design of the battery to the performance specifications required

by the hybrid system. Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes our contributions and presents ideas

for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN AND DISPATCH OF A HYBRID POWER GENERATION SYSTEM FOR

REMOTE LOCATIONS

A paper submitted to Optimization and Engineering on July 19, 2015.

Michael S. Scioletti1, Johanna K. Goodman2, Alexandra M. Newman3, and

Sven Leyffer4

Abstract

Renewable energy technologies, specifically, solar photovoltaic cells, combined with bat-

tery storage and diesel generators, form a hybrid system capable of independently powering

remote locations, i.e., those isolated from the grid. If sized correctly, hybrid systems reduce

fuel consumption compared to diesel generator-only alternatives. We present an optimiza-

tion model for establishing a hybrid power design and dispatch strategy for remote locations,

such as a military forward operating base, that determines design and dispatch strategies,

modeling the acquisition of different power technologies as integer variables and their opera-

tion using nonlinear expressions. Our cost-minimizing, nonconvex, mixed-integer, nonlinear

program contains a detailed battery model. Due to its complexities, we present symmetry

reduction and linearizations, the latter of which includes exact and convex under-estimation

techniques. We determine, in a matter of hours, solutions within 5% of global optimality

that closely resemble those from the nonlinear model. Our instances contain real data span-

ning a yearly horizon at hour fidelity and demonstrate that a hybrid system could reduce

fuel consumption by as much as 50% compared to a generator-only solution.

1Graduate Student at Colorado School of Mines, primary researcher and author
2Postdoctorate Fellow at Georgia Institute of Technology, specializing in battery chemistry
3Professor at Colorado School of Mines and advisor
4Computational Mathematician at Argonne National Laboratory, specializing in nonlinear optimization
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2.1 Introduction

Hybrid power systems integrate renewable energy technologies, such as solar photovoltaic

devices (PV), with energy storage systems (batteries) and diesel generators to provide grid-

quality electrical power to remote locations. If sized and operated efficiently, hybrid systems

are a cost-beneficial alternative to grid-extension and spot generation. To this end, we

construct an optimization model that determines the number and type of various PV, battery,

and generator technologies to procure, and how to operate them on an hourly basis so as to

minimize costs, while adhering to constraints that govern the operation of the system. The

optimization model considered is an ideal dispatch model, with perfect forecasting.

Design and dispatch is a NP-hard problem that involves modeling nonlinearities and

integer restrictions. It is common to separate the problem into one of (i) design or (ii)

dispatch. Heuristics show promise in providing good, but not optimal, results to the design

problem [46, 16, 15, 48, 31], but often rely on dispatch strategies set a priori ([14] and

[19]) to satisfy demand constraints. Some authors employ multiple objectives such as cost,

reliability, and emissions reduction or Pareto optimality assessment techniques as part of a

heuristic strategy [22], but have difficulty establishing solution quality. Shortening the time

horizon [57] and/or reducing the variability in daily demand [22] increases tractability of

the problem; however, seasonal changes in demand could significantly impact procurement

decisions.

HOMER (Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renewables), at the time of this writ-

ing, is the most widely used design and dispatch program [45, 64, 70, 37, 55] and represents

a simulation model that, for a year-long demand profile, uses fixed dispatch strategies and

ranks resulting solutions based on lifecycle cost [9]. Few modeling efforts include determin-

istic methods such as linear programming (LP) and/or mixed integer programming (MIP)

to solve the design and dispatch problem, especially as a monolith for a year-long horizon

with hourly time fidelity. We know of only two such efforts.
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A MIP with wind power, batteries, and generators [18] produces results comparable to

HOMER’s; however, it fails to address the complexities associated with battery modeling

and solves the problem in two-steps: (i) procurement solutions result from running the

MIP for a curtailed time horizon and then (ii) dispatch solutions follow for the entire year

given procurement from (i). Alternately, [62] develops a nonconvex, mixed-integer, nonlinear

program (MINLP) to describe the design and dispatch of a distributed generation system

of combined heat and power using solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), PV, and batteries for

commercial buildings for a time horizon of one year (8,760 hours). Due to the complexities

of modeling SOFCs, the authors do not attempt to model batteries or PV in detail. By

developing a convex under-estimation of the MINLP through a linearization technique for bi-

and tri-linear terms, the authors present a MIP that, with the help of a bounding algorithm

which takes days to run, solves year-long instances to a gap less than 8%.

Through the use of symmetry reduction and linearizations, which include exact and con-

vex under-estimation techniques, our research contributes to the literature by solving the

design and dispatch problem to global optimality in hours for a year-long demand forecast

with hourly fidelity. Attributes that differentiate our model from those in the literature in-

clude: (i) nonlinearities associated with modeling battery discharge and lifetime; (ii) realistic

procurement technology sets with varying sizes and quantities, and (iii) an unbiased dispatch

control strategy guaranteed to meet demand each time period. Without loss of generality,

we apply our model to forward operating bases (FOBs), though it could also be used in a

variety of other microgrid situations.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the formulation

of the MINLP, which includes the linearization techniques and subsequent re-formulation of

the problem as a MIP. In Section 2.3, we discuss the demand scenarios used to test the

MINLP and MIP models; examine the mathematical characteristics and methods to solve

both problems; and discuss their results and accuracy. Finally, Section 2.4 concludes.
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2.2 Model

Our model includes a multi-objective function to minimize procurement, fuel, and lifecy-

cle costs and two types of variables: design, i.e., procurement, and dispatch, i.e., the levels

at which the procured technologies operate to meet a prescribed demand profile for one year

at an hourly time fidelity.

2.2.1 Model Overview

A hybrid system incurs capital costs that originate from commercial prices and availabil-

ity, and operations costs, including that for fuel. We assume that the hybrid system operates

independently of a commercial grid (see Figure 2.1) and can consist of multiple component

sizes within each technology and/or of more than one of the same size technology. PV

panels, cabling, and connectors form a PV array, which we model as a PV system, while

generators are located adjacent to each other. Batteries of like type comprise a battery bank

that operates as a single unit to preclude modeling individual cells, which would increase the

size of the problem. PV and battery technologies first connect to a DC bus which links to

a bi-directional converter, while the generator technologies connect directly to the AC bus,

which connects to the power demand. We only implicitly model the bus system and the

bi-directional converter through their efficiencies.

The model acquires technologies and then assigns a fraction of the load to each in order

to supply enough power to meet the demand in each time period. To allow for the acquisition

of a variety of generator types, we do not constrain generators to equally share the load or to

operate in droop. Power from the generators both meets demand and charges the battery so

long as the generator operates within bounds prescribed by the manufacturer. We model the

lifetime of the generator by counting the number of hours it is in operation. A generator’s

fuel consumption is related quadratically to its power output, but manufacturer data often

implies a linear relationship (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.1 A topological layout of the proposed hybrid system that includes generator, PV,
and battery technologies. All technologies are physically located in close proximity to each
other.

We model PV power output using the National Renewable Energy Lab’s (NREL) PVWatts

calculator. A PVWatts simulation model maps solar irradiatiance based on location, and

simulates power output of a PV panel at hourly fidelity for time horizons up to one year

[27]. Often PV modeling focuses on panels, we instead focus on a PV system that includes

all necessary equipment to convert irradiance to power using maximum power point tracking

and apply the necessary conversions to AC power. Although PV power output is a direct

current (DC), PVWatts outputs an alternating current (AC) that accounts for power con-

version losses from the hybrid system. If stored, which occurs when PV power is greater

than demand, PV power is subject to efficiency losses related to battery charging. A PV

array requires space, which we restrict by area, or capacity of the system. We account for

the intermittent nature of PV power by maintaining a spinning reserve capability through a

battery’s state of charge (SoC), i.e., a measure of its available capacity, and/or by operating

generators at less than their rated power.

Aside from the load, charging the batteries is the only power draw on the system. Bat-

teries provide power to meet the load, but are also employed as a reserve for the renewable
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Figure 2.2 Manufacturer-provided fuel consumption data points for four differently sized
generator technologies [6]. We use parameters afg , b

f
g , and cfg to fit our model to the data.

technologies. We do not allow a battery to charge and discharge in the same time period.

Power output from a battery is a function of the nonlinear relationship between current and

voltage. The current depends on a battery’s SoC. Batteries show a rate-capacity effect, in

which the available capacity based on the SoC decreases with higher current draw.

Figure 2.3a displays battery voltage as a function of SoC for a fixed discharge and charge

current [1]. By slightly restricting the SoC operating range, we can model the voltage using

a linear relationship between SoC and current. Common to most batteries is a rate-capacity

effect, which implies that as the magnitude of the discharge current increases, the available

capacity decreases. Peukert’s equation is often used to describe this behavior [28]. This

concept is also employed by [52]’s kinetic energy battery model, which relates the change in

capacity to the charge and discharge rates using a two-tank model. While the rate-capacity

effect is nonlinear over a large current range, especially at high currents, our hourly time step

allows us to use a linear approximation over the relevant current range (see Figure 2.3b).

We account for battery chemistry characteristics such as the voltage and rate-capacity

behavior, but exclude chemistry-specific aspects such as overcharge and out gassing of lead-

acid batteries [11, 25], and performance as a function of temperature (see Chapter 4) [36,
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Figure 2.3 A graphical comparison of a) nonlinear and linear battery voltage V soc
bkt as a

function of SoC Bsoc
bkt . We use av and bv to represent the slope and intercept of the line,

respectively; and b) normalized capacity, which we model as the quotient of the maximum
realized current IUb and capacity crefb of a battery given discharge time.

11, 25].

A battery’s lifetime is a function of how it operates and the SoC level at time of usage

[34, 53, 44, 43, 32, 81]. In Figure 2.4a, we present three different use profiles: (A), (B),

and (C). Regime (A) shows full discharge and charge cycles, (B) depicts short charge and

discharge cycles at a high SoC, and (C) depicts short charge and discharge cycles at a low

SoC. Given identical charge throughput, life expectancy under these regimes is generally:

(B), (A), and (C) in decreasing order. A cycle counting method would not distinguish

between these scenarios as each small charge and discharge would count as a full cycle.

Instead of counting cycles as defined by current reversal, we present an amp-hour (Ah)

assessment method (see Figure 2.4b); that is, we sum the total amount of current (Ah) that

passes through the battery for both charge and discharge. The quotient of this value and

twice the reference capacity yields the fraction of a cycle completed.
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Figure 2.4 a) A depth of discharge comparison between three different charge and discharge
strategies illustrates the shortcomings of cycle counting. b) A lifecycle weighting function
from which we derive dsocb and asocb , the slope and intercept of the line, respectively, accounts
for variable battery aging at different SoC values for an A123 lithium-ion battery [1].

2.2.2 Mathematical Formulation

We now present the mathematical formulation of our problem, henceforth referred to as

(P). In general, we use lower-case letters for parameters and upper-case letters for variables.

We also use lower-case letters for indices and upper-case script letters for sets. Superscripts

and accents distinguish between parameters and variables that utilize the same base letter,

while subscripts identify elements of a set. Some parameters and variables are only defined

for certain set elements, which are listed in each definition. A plus sign (+) signifies power

going into a technology, while a minus sign (-) indicates power leaving. The units of each

parameter and variable are provided in brackets after its definition. We use the term “twins”

to denote a tuple or a multiple of a certain technology type.

Sets

t ∈ T set of all time periods [hours]
j ∈ J set of all battery and generator technologies
g ∈ G ⊂ J set of all generator technologies
b ∈ B ⊂ J set of all battery technologies
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s ∈ S set of all PV system types

k ∈ J̃j set of identical twins of technology j, given by size, type, and manufacturer

k ∈ G̃g set of all generator twins of type g

k ∈ B̃b set of all battery twins of type b

Timing Parameters

τ length of one time period [hours]
ν ratio of base operation duration to time horizon length [fraction]

Optimization Model Penalty Parameters

c̃j cost of procuring one twin of technology type j [$/twin]
cs cost of procuring one kW unit of additional capability for a PV system of

technology type s [$/system]
δft fuel cost penalty in time period t [$/gal]
ǫj life-cycle cost penalty for technology type j [$/(hours, cycles)]

Power System Parameters

dPt steady-state power demand in time period t [W]
k̄ overage load coefficient [fraction]
ks spinning reserve required relative to PV power [fraction]

Technology Parameters

l̄j maximum lifetime of technology type j [generator hours, battery cycles]
η+j , η

−
j electric efficiency of power flow into and out of technology type j,

respectively [fraction]
p
j
, p̄j minimum and maximum power rating, respectively, of technology type j

[W]

Generator Parameters

afg , b
f
g , c

f
g fuel consumption coefficients for generator g [ gal

W 2h
, gal

Wh
, gal

h
]

PV Parameters

γst power output of technology type s in time period t [ W
system

]

n̄s maximum allowable size of PV system of technology type s [system]

Battery Parameters

avb , b
v
b battery b linear voltage model slope and intercept coefficients, respectively

[V]
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dsocb , asocb battery b linear lifetime model slope and intercept coefficients, respectively
[cycles]

b0b battery b SoC used in initial condition constraints [fraction]

crefb battery b manufacturer-specified capacity [Ah]
c+b , c

−
b battery b charge and discharge capacity rate coefficients, respectively

[hours]
rintb battery b internal resistance [Ohm]
iavgb typical current expected from battery b for both charge and discharge

activities [A]
sb, s̄b battery b state of charge minimum and maximum operational bounds,

respectively [fraction]
iL−b , iU−

b battery b discharge current lower and upper bound, respectively [A]
iL+b , iU+

b battery b charge current lower and upper bound, respectively [A]

iL−b = 0 ∀b ∈ B

iU−
b =

crefb

c−b + τ
∀b ∈ B

iL+b = 0 ∀b ∈ B

iU+
b =

crefb

c+b
τ ∀b ∈ B

Continuous Variables

Power System Variables

Ljk number of expended lifecycles for technology type j, twin k
[generator hours, battery cycles]

P+
jkt, P

−
jkt aggregate power into and out of technology type j, twin k in time

period t, respectively [W]
P PV
st aggregate power out of PV technology type s in time period t [W]

Generator Variables

F̃t amount of fuel used in time period t [gal]

Battery Variables

Bsoc
bkt SoC of battery type b, twin k in time period t [fraction]

I+bkt, I
−
bkt battery b, twin k current for charge and discharge, respectively, in

time period t [A]
V soc
bkt battery b, twin k voltage in time period t [V]
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Binary and Integer Variables

Power System Procurement Variables

Wjk 1 if technology j, twin k is procured, 0 otherwise
Xs integer number of PV systems of technology type s procured

[systems]

Generator Variables

Ggkt 1 if technology type g, twin k is operating in time period t, 0
otherwise

Battery Variables

B+
bkt 1 if battery type b, twin k is charging in time period t, 0 otherwise

B−
bkt 1 if battery type b, twin k is discharging in time period t, 0

otherwise

Problem (P)

(see §2.2.3 Objective Function)

Minimize

∑

j∈J

∑

k∈J̃j

c̃jWjk +
∑

s∈S

csXs + ν




∑

j∈J

∑

k∈J̃j

ǫjLjk +
∑

t∈T

δft F̃t



 (2.1)

subject to
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(see §2.2.4 System Operations)

∑

j∈J

∑

k∈J̃j

η−j P
−
jkt −

∑

b∈B

∑

k∈B̃b

P+
bkt +

∑

s∈S

P PV
st ≥ (1 + k̄)dPt ∀t ∈ T (2.2a)

∑

b∈B

∑

k∈B̃b

η−b p̄bB
soc
bkt +

∑

g∈G

∑

k∈G̃g

(
p̄gGgkt − P−

gkt

)
≥ ks

∑

s∈S

P PV
st ∀t ∈ T (2.2b)

Wj,k−1 ≥ Wjk ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j : k > 1 (2.2c)

(see §2.2.5 Generator Operations)

p
g
Ggkt ≤ P−

gkt ≤ p̄gGgkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T (2.3a)

F̃t ≥ τ
∑

g∈G

∑

k∈G̃g

(afg (P
−
gkt)

2 + bfgP
−
gkt + cfgGgkt) ∀t ∈ T (2.3b)

Ggkt ≤ Wgk ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T (2.3c)

Gg,k−1,t ≥ Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T : k > 1 (2.3d)

P−
g,k−1,t ≥ P−

gkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T : k > 1 (2.3e)

(see §2.2.6 PV Operations)

P PV
st ≤ γstXs ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T (2.4a)

Xs ≤ n̄s ∀s ∈ S (2.4b)
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(see§ 2.2.7 Battery Storage Operations)

P+
bkt = V soc

bkt I
+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5a)

P−
bkt = V soc

bkt I
−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5b)

Bsoc
bkt = Bsoc

bk,t−1 +
τ(η+b I

+
bkt − I−bkt)

crefb

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.5c)

sbWbk ≤ Bsoc
bkt ≤ s̄bWbk ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5d)

Bsoc
bkt ≤ Bsoc

b,k−1,t + (1−Wbk) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : k > 1 (2.5e)

Bsoc
bkt ≥ Bsoc

b,k−1,t − (1−Wbk) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : k > 1 (2.5f)

V soc
bkt = avbB

soc
bk,t−1 + bvb(B

+
bkt +B−

bkt) + iavgb rintb (B+
bkt − B−

bkt) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1

(2.5g)

p
b
B−

bkt ≤ P−
bkt ≤ p̄bB

−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5h)

p
b
B+

bkt ≤ P+
bkt ≤ p̄bB

+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5i)

I−bkt ≤ iU−
b Bsoc

bk,t−1 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.5j)

iL−b B−
bkt ≤ I−bkt ≤ iU−

b B−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5k)

iL+b B+
bkt ≤ I+bkt ≤ iU+

b B+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5l)

B+
bkt +B−

bkt ≤ Wbk ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.5m)

B+
bkt +B−

b′k′t ≤ 1 ∀b, b′ ∈ B; k, k′ ∈ B̃b; t ∈ T : b 6= b′, k 6= k′ (2.5n)

(see §2.2.8 Lifecycle)

Lgk ≥ τ
∑

t∈T

Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g (2.6a)

Lbk ≥ τ
∑

t≥2

(

I+bkt + I−bkt
2crefb

)

(asocb + dsocb Bsoc
bk,t−1) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b (2.6b)

Ljk ≤
l̄j
ν
Wjk ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j (2.6c)
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(see §2.2.9 Nonnegativity and Integrality)

P+
jkt, P

−
jkt ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j, t ∈ T (2.7a)

Ljk ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j (2.7b)

F̃t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (2.7c)

P PV
st ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T (2.7d)

Bsoc
bkt , I

+
bkt, I

−
bkt, V

soc
bkt ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.7e)

Xs ≥ 0 integer ∀s ∈ S (2.7f)

Wjk binary ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j (2.7g)

Ggkt binary ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T (2.7h)

B+
bkt, B

−
bkt binary ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.7i)

2.2.3 Objective Function

The objective function (2.1), minimizes the sum of four terms: (i) the cost associated with

procuring various battery and generator technologies; (ii) the cost associated with procuring

various PV systems; (iii) an arbitrarily weighted measure of the life cycles used by each

technology over the total length of operation; and (iv) a weighted measure of the cost of

fuel.

2.2.4 System Operations

Constraint (2.2a) ensures that the hourly dispatch strategy meets demand. The first term

represents the power from the generators and batteries, accounting for power system losses;

the second term captures the power to charge the batteries, and the third term reflects the

contributions of PV power. The right hand side is the product of the forecasted demand

for the time period and an overage load factor. Due to the intermittence of solar power,

constraint (2.2b) enforces “spinning reserve,” which ensures that a backup power source,

either batteries and/or generators, is available to meet a fraction of the load supplied by PV.

Constraint (2.2c) breaks symmetry and ensures that the procurement of twins of technology

j occurs in a fixed order [72].
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2.2.5 Generator Operations

If a generator is running, constraint (2.3a) bounds output power between a minimum and

maximum manufacturer-specified level. Constraint (2.3b) determines the amount of fuel used

during time period t, which, if afg = 0, is linear. Constraint (2.3c) connects procurement

to dispatch. Constraints (2.3d) and (2.3e) prioritize the use of technology twins to reduce

symmetry [72]. This constraint forces the dispatch of generators in lexicographic order,

which produces unequal wear. This is contrary to their likely dispatch method, which would

be to rotate generators to ensure equal wear; however, in a real dispatch situation, an equal

wear strategy could be pursued without altering the cost.

2.2.6 PV Operations

We limit the PV output power per system to γst in constraint (2.4a). The anticipated

PV system output results from a PVWatts simulation run a priori, which accounts for

performance characteristics such as location, panel efficiency, tilt, and angle. Constraint

(2.4b) limits the number of systems considered for procurement given the expected land

area available.

2.2.7 Battery Storage Operations

Constraints (2.5a) and (2.5b) represent the nonlinear relationship between voltage, cur-

rent, and the power associated with charging and discharging the battery, respectively. Con-

straint (2.5c) updates the battery SoC, which is a function of its previous SoC and the

discharge and charge currents. An efficiency parameter associated with the second term sig-

nifies that when the battery charges, the state of charge receives a fraction of the incoming

power due to the conversion from AC to DC power. For time period t = 1, the constraint is:

Bsoc
bkt = b0bWbk + τ

(

η+b I
+
bkt − I−bkt
crefb

)

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t = 1 (2.8)
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Constraint (2.5d) bounds the SoC of a battery to a minimum and maximum level. Con-

straints (2.5e) and (2.5f) ensure that the batteries operate in droop, rather than individually.

Constraint (2.5g) models the battery voltage as a function of its previous state of charge

and the direction of current flow, which, for state of charge levels between a certain range,

is linear (see Figure 2.3a).

Constraints (2.5h) and (2.5i) bound the net power flow of each battery per time period,

while constraints (2.5j) through (2.5l) similarly constrain current flow. For time period t = 1,

constraint (2.5j) is:

I−bkt ≤ iU−
b b0bB

−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t = 1 (2.9)

Constraints (2.5m) and (2.5n) prevent simultaneous charge and discharge for a given

battery, and for different battery-twin combinations, respectively.

2.2.8 Lifecycle

Constraint (2.6a) counts the number of operational hours of a generator. Constraint

(2.6b) counts weighted equivalent cycles for batteries. A battery’s lifecycle is a function of

both the amount of the charge and discharge currents as well as the SoC level at which

the charge or discharge occurs. Because the lifecycle constraint considers both charge and

discharge i.e., two opposite-direction-operations, which together we refer to as a round-trip,

we divide by two. Constraint (2.6c) limits technology lifetime.

2.2.9 Nonnegativity and Integrality

Finally, constraints (2.7a) - (2.7e) ensure that the appropriate variables in our formulation

assume continuous, nonnegative values. Constraints (2.7f) - (2.7i) enforce integer and binary

restrictions, as appropriate.
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2.2.10 Linearization of Bilinear Terms

(P) is nonlinear in that there is one quadratic term (see constraint (2.3b)), and bilinear

terms within constraints (2.5a), (2.5b), and (2.6b). To increase tractability of the corre-

sponding model instances, we present (U), a linearization of (P) which also corresponds to

an under-estimation of the original problem.

We can approximate a quadratic function by using piecewise linear functions; however,

in our case, the data provided by the manufacturers corresponds to a line (see Figure 2.2),

so we set afg equal to 0, thereby eliminating the quadratic term. The bilinear terms assume

one of two forms: (i) the product of a binary variable and a continuous variable, and (ii) the

product of two continuous variables. We provide an exact method to linearize the former,

and use a convex under-estimation technique for the latter. We do not explicitly present the

constraints for the case in which t = 1 because the only difference is that for this case, b0b

replaces Bsoc
bk,t−1 (which occurs when t > 1).

Substituting the voltage constraint (2.5g) directly into the power constraints (2.5a) and

(2.5b), we obtain:

P+
bkt =

(

avbB
soc
bk,t−1 + bvb(B

+
bkt +B−

bkt) + iavgb rintb (B+
bkt − B−

bkt)

)

I+bkt

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.10)

P−
bkt =

(

avbB
soc
bk,t−1 + bvb(B

+
bkt +B−

bkt) + iavgb rintb (B+
bkt − B−

bkt)

)

I−bkt

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.11)

We can simplify equations (2.10) and (2.11) by distributing the respective current vari-

able and removing the irrelevant charge or discharge binary variable in each equation. For

example, if a battery is charging during a time period, it cannot be discharging, so we remove

the discharge binary variables B−
bkt.
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P+
bkt = avbB

soc
bk,t−1I

+
bkt + (bvb + iavgb rintb )B+

bktI
+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.12)

P−
bkt = avbB

soc
bk,t−1I

−
bkt + (bvb − iavgb rintb )B−

bktI
−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.13)

We distribute the terms on the right hand side of the lifecycle constraint (2.6b) to identify

bilinear terms consisting of SoC and current:

Lbk ≥ τ
∑

t≥2

(

asocb I+bkt + dsocb Bsoc
bk,t−1I

+
bkt + asocb I−bkt + dsocb Bsoc

bk,t−1I
−
bkt

2crefb

)

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b (2.14)

Auxiliary Variables

Equations (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14) contain two sets of bi-linear terms, for each of which

we define a nonnegative continuous variable:

Y +
bkt, Y

−
bkt battery b, twin k exact linearization variable representing the product of

a binary and continuous variable for charge and discharge, respectively,
in time period t [A]

Z+
bkt, Z

−
bkt battery b, twin k linear approximation variable representing the product

of two continuous variables for charge and discharge, respectively, in
time period t [A]

Y +
bkt = B+

bktI
+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.15)

Y −
bkt = B−

bktI
−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.16)

Z+
bkt = Bsoc

bk,t−1I
+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.17)

Z−
bkt = Bsoc

bk,t−1I
−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.18)

Y +
bkt, Y

−
bkt, Z

+
bkt, Z

−
bkt ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.19)

We then substitute these variables directly into (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14):
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P+
bkt = avbZ

+
bkt + (bvb + iavgb rintb )Y +

bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.20)

P−
bkt = avbZ

−
bkt + (bvb − iavgb rintb )Y −

bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.21)

Lbk ≥ τ
∑

t≥2

(

asocb I+bkt + dsocb Z+
bkt + asocb I−bkt + dsocb Z−

bkt

2crefb

)

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b (2.22)

Constraint (2.6b) presents a symmetric function that penalizes both charge and discharge

operations equally as a fraction of capacity. Given our definition of SoC per constraint (2.5c),

which implies the battery needs to charge in order to discharge, we can simplify constraint

(2.22) by multiplying it by two, which cancels the 2 in the denominator, and removing either

the charge or discharge variables. We choose to remove the discharge variables because our

approximation for Z+
bkt is more accurate (see Table 2.14).

Lbk ≥ τ
∑

t≥2

(

asocb I+bkt + dsocb Z+
bkt

crefb

)

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b (2.23)

All constraints involving bilinear terms contain Y +
bkt, Y

−
bkt, Z

+
bkt, and/or Z

−
bkt. We execute

an exact technique to linearize the bilinearities associated with Y +
bkt and Y −

bkt; we invoke an

approximation to eliminate the nonlinearities associated with Z+
bkt and Z−

bkt.

2.2.11 Exact Linearization

We apply the operational bounds of charge and discharge current to Y +
bkt and Y −

bkt, re-

spectively:

iL+b B+
bkt ≤ Y +

bkt ≤ iU+
b B+

bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.24a)

iL−b B−
bkt ≤ Y −

bkt ≤ iU−
b B−

bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.24b)

We can further constrain Y −
bkt by the battery’s discharge current upper bound and SoC,

because Bsoc
bkt ≤ B−

bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T when the battery is discharging, i.e., B−
bkt = 1; this

tightens the upper bound imposed by constraint (2.24b). If the battery is not discharging,
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then B−
bkt = 0, which forces Y −

bkt = 0.

Y −
bkt ≤ iU−

b Bsoc
bk,t−1 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.24c)

Note that constraint (2.24c) is similar to (2.5j). We do not further constrain Y +
bkt because,

for the parameters in our application, i.e., iU+
b , the bound is sufficiently tight.

We then relate Y +
bkt and Y −

bkt to the respective current variable using an exact relationship.

For example, when a battery charges, B+
bkt is 1, which implies that I+bkt = Y +

bkt. If B+
bkt is 0,

Y +
bkt is 0 by (2.24a), and −iU+

b ≤ I+bkt ≤ iU+
b (which is redundant). The same logic holds for

the discharge case.

− iU+
b (1− B+

bkt) ≤ I+bkt − Y +
bkt ≤ iU+

b (1− B+
bkt) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.24d)

− iU−
b (1− B−

bkt) ≤ I−bkt − Y −
bkt ≤ iU−

b (1− B−
bkt) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.24e)

By substituting constraints (2.24a) through (2.24e) for constraints (2.15) and (2.16) and

adding nonnegativity of Y +
bkt, Y

−
bkt, we achieve an exact reformulation of the product of a

binary and continuous variable.

2.2.12 Approximate Linearization

Z+
bkt and Z−

bkt represent the product of two continuous variables, which is both a nonlinear

and nonconvex relationship; however, [56, 13] provide an approximation technique using the

convex envelope of the terms comprising the bilinear relationship to obtain a lower bound.

We depict this linearization in constraints (2.25a) through (2.25h), which replace constraints

(2.17) and (2.18) in our reformulation.

Charge

Z+
bkt ≥ iU+

b Bsoc
bk,t−1 + s̄bI

+
bkt − s̄bi

U+
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25a)

Z+
bkt ≥ iL+b Bsoc

bk,t−1 + sbI
+
bkt − sbi

L+
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25b)

Z+
bkt ≤ iU+

b Bsoc
bk,t−1 + sbI

+
bkt − sbi

U+
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25c)

Z+
bkt ≤ iL+b Bsoc

bk,t−1 + s̄bI
+
bkt − s̄bi

L+
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25d)

Discharge
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Z−
bkt ≥ iU−

b Bsoc
bk,t−1 + s̄bI

−
bkt − s̄bi

U−
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25e)

Z−
bkt ≥ iL−b Bsoc

bk,t−1 + sbI
−
bkt − sbi

L−
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25f)

Z−
bkt ≤ iU−

b Bsoc
bk,t−1 + sbI

−
bkt − sbi

U−
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25g)

Z−
bkt ≤ iL−b Bsoc

bk,t−1 + s̄bI
−
bkt − s̄bi

L−
b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (2.25h)

Thus, (U) removes constraints (2.5a), (2.5b), (2.5g), and (2.6b) and replaces them with

constraints (2.20) through (2.25h), and adds a nonnegativity constraint (2.19). The quality

of solutions from (U), compared to (P), is directly related to the tightness of the convexified

bounds for Z+
bkt and Z−

bkt (see Subsection 2.3.5), which are a function of sb, s̄b, i
L+
b , iU+

b , iL−b ,

and iU−
b and originate from the rate-capacity effect of the battery (see constraints (2.5j)

through (2.5l)).

2.3 Computational Study

We solve instances of (P) as a MINLP and (U) as a MIP on a Sun Fire x2270 m2

with 24 processors (2.93 GHz each), 48 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, using GAMS 24.1.3 for

fourteen different scenarios, each with specific technological parameter values and system

considerations.

2.3.1 Scenario and Technology Information

FOBs (see Table 2.5), which are critical to the Department of Defense’s ability to de-

ploy combat forces throughout the world and numbered over 700 during the peak of the

Afghanistan and Iraq wars [69], would benefit from hybrid power, because currently power

planning is not optimized for efficiency [79]. Military commanders prioritize power relia-

bility over energy efficiency and fuel consumption, which is problematic because resupply

operations are dangerous and expensive. In this subsection, we present scenario-specific

parameters including demand data; technology data, which considers quantities for procure-

ment per scenario; and a power system description, that details how power flows from the

hybrid system to meet demand.
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Table 2.5 We focus our research on remote locations with the characteristics listed in this
table.

Characteristic Requirement

Personnel <150 People
Land Area (n̄s) <100m by 100m (flat surface)
Infrastructure Type <8 tents (20′ by 40′)
Peak Power Demand (max dpt ) <300 kW
Time Horizon (|T |) 4 to 12 months (2880 to 8,760 hrs)

2.3.2 Demand

We utilize EnergyPlus [7] simulated FOB demand profiles for fourteen locations through-

out the world based on an experiment conducted at the Basecamp Integration Lab at Fort

Devens, MA (see Figure 2.5) [33]. The differences in both the maximum demand and the

general shape of the demand profiles of each of the fourteen scenarios provide a robust set of

scenarios for use in testing and validating our models. We set k̄ to 0.3, which is a common

fraction used in power planning.

2.3.3 Technology and Supply Parameters

The generator technologies employed are currently in the military’s inventory, which

implies associated maintenance and service parts are as well. Currently, there are no hybrid

technologies in the military inventory so the PV and battery technologies selected are typical

within each of the industries.

Generators

The generators considered in these scenarios have power ratings ranging from 15 kW to

100 kW with estimated procurement costs based on a market analysis of similar technologies.

We consider a fully burdened cost of fuel, which is an estimate based on the sum of total

cost of all personnel and equipment necessary to move and, when necessary, protect it from

the point-of-purchase to point-of-use [69]. We assume an initial fully burdened cost of fuel
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Figure 2.5 EnergyPlus simulated year-long power demand forecasts for fourteen different
locations around the world [33] serve as our set of scenarios.

of $50 per gallon. We do not model the fluctuations in oil price, but assume a small inflation

rate. Table 2.6 displays the characteristics of the generators.

PV

We consider a 1-kW rated mono-crystalline standard PV system, which includes solar

panel, connectors, and cabling, with an 18% efficiency in converting irradiance to power.

We limit the number of systems (n̄s) to 75 given spatial restrictions associated with remote

hybrid applications. We assume that the procurement cost of each PV systems is $2000,

which is equivalent to $2 per Watt. PV systems designed for FOBs need to maintain the
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Table 2.6 Generator technology parameter values used in each scenario. (See Section 2.2.2
for definitions and units.)

g ∈ G p̄g c̃g ǫg l̄g η−g bfg cfg

g1 100,000 $37,691 1 9,000 1 0.0644 0.95

g2 60,000 $31,967 1 9,000 1 0.0645 0.59

g3 30,000 $29,376 1 9,000 1 0.0593 0.54

g4 15,000 $25,573 1 9,000 1 0.0547 0.25

expeditionary characteristics of ease of transport and setup so, unlike others that track the

sun, we assume such systems are fixed-tilt-and-angle panels that rely on a user to erect and

position on the appropriate azimuth.

Batteries

We use data from lithium-ion batteries manufactured by A123 [1], which we assume

cost $500 per kW. Battery lifetime parameters result from a linear fit to battery test data

from [44]. We scale battery performance parameters up to the desired size for stationary

applications (see Table 2.7).

Table 2.7 Battery technology parameter values used in each scenario. (See Section 2.2.2 for
definitions and units.)

b ∈ B p̄b c̃b ǫb l̄b η+b η−b rintb avb bvb crefb c−b c+b asocb dsocb

b1 250,000 $125,000 1 1,647 0.95 0.95 0.00336 10.62 214.69 1129 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801

b2 200,000 $100,000 1 1,647 0.95 0.95 0.0042 10.62 214.69 904 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801

b3 150,000 $75,000 1 1,647 0.95 0.95 0.0056 10.62 214.69 678 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801

b4 100,000 $50,000 1 1,647 0.95 0.95 0.0084 10.62 214.69 452 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801

b5 50,000 $25,000 1 1,647 0.95 0.95 0.01679 10.62 214.69 226 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801

b6 25,000 $12,500 1 1,647 0.95 0.95 0.03358 10.62 214.69 113 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801

Power System

We assume that the hybrid system connects to the power demand through the Power

Distribution Illumination System Electrical (PDISE), which has an internal bus capable of

system frequency regulation. PDISE is the principal distribution system of the U.S. Army
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and is compatible with military generator sets from 5 kW to 200 kW [3, 4, 8]. Preliminary

simulation runs have shown our results to be feasible from a power flow standpoint.

Technologies and Twin Decisions

To reduce the size of the problem, we limit generator technologies and number of twins,

i.e., the cardinality of sets G̃g, using Algorithm 1. Similarly, we limit the number of battery

technologies, i.e., the cardinality of B̃b, using Algorithim 2. We fix the cardinality of the sets

of generators rated less than 100 kW to two generators total, such that the model procures

the minimum number of generators needed to meet the load. That is, a 100 kW load is met

with a 100 kW generator, not four 25 kW generators. A Pareto analysis of the three terms in

the objective function demonstrates a solution with fewer higher-rated generators dominates

a solution with more lower-rated generators, because: (i) the cost of generators per rated

power is not linear. For example, a 15 kW generator costs nearly 70% of a 100 kW generator

(see Table 2.6); (ii) the objective function penalizes a dispatch strategy that employs a higher

number of technologies to meet demand; and (iii) fuel consumption of generators is similar

for the four we consider (see Figure 2.2) regardless of the percent loading at which we operate

them.

Algorithm 1 Determines the generator technologies and respective number of twins, i.e.,
cardinality of G̃g considered for procurement in each scenario.

MaxDemand← max
t∈T

dpt
if MaxDemand

p̄g1
≥ 0.9 then

|G̃g1 | ← max
(

1, MaxDemand
p̄g1

)

|G̃g2 | ← 2
|G̃g3 | ← 2
|G̃g4 | ← 2

else

|G̃g1 | ← 0
|G̃g2 | ← 1
|G̃g3 | ← 1
|G̃g4 | ← 1

end
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We limit battery procurement to one, but consider up to three sizes per scenario based

on a scenario’s peak demand (see Figure 2.5) and Algorithm 2. Thus, for a scenario with a

maximum demand of 239 kW, we would consider battery sizes of 200 kW, 150 kW, and 100

kW. Table 2.8 presents the results.

Algorithm 2 Determines the battery technologies and respective number of twins, i.e.,
cardinality of B̃b considered for procurement in each scenario.

MaxDemand← max
t∈T

dpt
if MaxDemand ≥ 100kW then

for n = 1, ..., |B| do
if MaxDemand ≥ 300kW − 50n then

|B̃bn | ← 1
|B̃b1+n

| ← 1

|B̃b2+n
| ← 1

end

end

else

|B̃b5 | ← 1
|B̃b6 | ← 1

end

2.3.4 Solving (P)

Given the characteristics of the MINLP structure of (P) (see Table 2.9), we consider a

smaller time horizon of 24 hours to validate the model, which is modest compared to our year-

long time horizon goals. We attempt to solve (P) using existing global MINLP solvers that

accept models coded in GAMS version 24.1.3 [24], which includes BARON version 12.5 [66],

Couenne (Couenne Library 0.4) [21], and BONMIN (BONMIN Library 1.7) [23]. All solvers

are used with their default settings. BONMIN solves a continuous nonlinear program at each

node of the search tree, while BARON attempts to underestimate the objective function.

Couenne, similarly, uses linear relaxations to bound the problem. Any feasible solution to

(P) provides an upper bound to the problem. We set termination conditions as the minimum

of a 5% optimality gap and a time limit of three hours per scenario.
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Table 2.8 Cardinality of sets G̃g and B̃b as determined by Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2,
respectively (see Section 2.2.2 for definitions).

Scenario |G̃g1 | |G̃g2 | |G̃g3 | |G̃g4 | |B̃b1 | |B̃b2 | |B̃b3 | |B̃b4 | |B̃b5 | |B̃b6 |

Bagram 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 0

Bamako 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1

Boston 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Brazzaville 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Buenos Aires 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 0

Dili 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Dushanbe 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 0

Gangneung 3 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 0

Istanbul 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 0

Kuwait 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 0

Mexico City 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1

San Salvador 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Springfield 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Tallinn 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Table 2.9 Mathematical characteristics of (P) for |T |=24 over all scenarios. “Scenario
Maximum” represents the scenarios that consider the highest number of technologies, while
“Scenario Minimum” depicts the contrary.

Constraints Variables
Linear Nonlinear Continuous Binary

Scenario Maximum 2,145 504 1,176 491
Scenario Minimum 834 336 638 198

The nonconvexity of (P) challenges these solvers. Table 2.10 reports the MINLP solve

results. BARON solves (P) for four of the fourteen scenarios within the prescribed criteria,

while BONMIN solves only two scenarios given the same criteria. Interestingly, the former

solver provides tighter gaps than the latter, despite the latter being only a local solver

and therefore providing only local lower bounds. Couenne yields feasible solutions for all

scenarios, but none within the desired gap. The inability of MINLP solvers to solve the

majority of these demand scenarios within the prescribed conditions indicates that (P) is

not a tractable formulation; therefore, we instead focus our efforts on (U).
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Table 2.10 Computational results solving (P) for |T | = 24 hrs. Termination criteria: mini-
mum (time limit ≤ 3 hours, optimality gap ≤ 5%). †Model did not find a feasible solution.

BARON BONMIN Couenne

Scenario
Gap
(%)

Time
(HR:MIN)

Gap
(%)

Time
(HR:MIN)

Gap
(%)

Time
(HR:MIN)

Bagram 5.24 3:00 † 3:00 88.00 3:00
Bamako 8.50 3:00 17.44 3:00 71.52 3:00
Boston 5.86 3:00 † 3:00 85.18 3:00
Brazzaville 0.80 0:42 18.76 3:00 64.93 3:00
Buenos Aires 7.39 3:00 23.57 3:00 66.05 3:00
Dili 11.93 3:00 24.75 3:00 59.54 3:00
Dushanbe 5.11 3:00 † 3:00 86.81 3:00
Gangneung 0.06 0:02 3.44 0:26 83.30 3:00
Istanbul 9.21 3:00 9.99 3:00 70.72 3:00
Kuwait 17.35 3:00 17.35 3:00 69.21 3:00
Mexico City 17.24 3:00 17.24 3:00 67.30 3:00
San Salvador 6.99 3:00 0.00 1:29 63.30 3:00
Springfield 4.76 0:11 11.56 3:00 73.27 3:00
Tallinn 0.29 0:01 † 3:00 79.97 3:00

2.3.5 Solving (U)

Our model (U) is a MIP for which we solve all fourteen scenarios using CPLEX ver-

sion 12.5.1.0 [2], a commercial state-of-the-art solver that employs the branch-and-bound

algorithm coupled with heuristics to improve the best integer solution and cuts to improve

bounds. Given the problem size of each scenario (see Table 2.11) and the potential memory

storage problems that accompany it, we use the non-default CPLEX setting “threads 15” to

facilitate concurrent optimization and “memoryemphasis 1,” which attempts to reduce the

memory storage requirements of the problem. We set branching priorities based on com-

plexity, giving battery procurement a higher priority than all generators; generator priorities

decrease by rated power. Similar to (P), we set an optimality gap termination condition of

5%; however, we set the time limit to ten hours, because the year-long time horizon greatly

increases the size of the problem compared to (P).
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Table 2.11 Mathematical characteristics of (U) for |T |=8,760 by scenario.

Constraints Variables
Scenario Linear Continuous Binary

Bagram 1,375,333 499,347 175,214
Bamako 1,340,290 499,346 175,214
Boston 1,778,296 621,995 262,821
Brazzaville 700,806 280,334 70,086
Buenos Aires 1,375,333 499,347 175,214
Dili 700,806 280,334 70,086
Dushanbe 1,375,333 499,347 175,214
Gangneung 1,778,296 621,995 262,821
Istanbul 1,375,333 499,347 175,214
Kuwait 1,375,333 499,347 175,214
Mexico City 1,340,290 499,346 175,214
San Salvador 700,806 280,334 70,086
Springfield 1,778,296 621,995 262,821
Tallinn 1,778,296 621,995 262,821

We are able to find solutions from (U) for all scenarios within a 5% optimality gap in

fewer than 8.5 hours. Table 2.12 displays solutions and solve times for the fourteen scenarios.

We expect that scenarios with a higher maximum demand take longer to solve, because, for

these scenarios, the number of allowable procurement decisions is greater (see Table 2.8).

The purchasing decisions, measured by the sum of generator power, rely heavily on the

maximum power demand of the scenario. When purchased, PV reduces the effective demand,

but we limit procurement due to the large area it occupies. Generally, the restrictions on

number of systems limits the total PV output power to a fraction of a scenario’s peak

demand so PV rarely provides more power than demanded, thus increasing the necessity for

generators.

Generators operating at less than 30% of their rated power (percent loading) use more

fuel and require more maintenance. Our solutions demonstrate that generators operate at

close to their rated power whenever possible. Figure 2.6 depicts the quotient of the total

number of hours a generator operates at greater than 30% loading and the total number of

hours it operates cumulatively over the time horizon. On average throughout all scenarios,
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Table 2.12 Computational results solving (U) for |T | = 8,760 hrs. Termination criteria:
min(time limit ≤ 10 hours, optimality gap ≤ 5%) (see Section 2.2.2 for definitions).

Scenario
OBJ Value1

($)
Fuel Use
(gal)

Gap
(%)

Time
(hrs:min)

Procurement2
Gen Total3

(kW)
Max Demand4

(kW)

Bagram 2,092,916 29,048 4.93 6:31 g1,g1,g2,g3,g4,g4,b2,s1 305 240
Bamako 1,062,946 13,789 5.00 3:01 g1,g4,b4,s1 115 125
Boston 3,536,683 56,192 3.34 8:24 g1,g1,g1,g4,b3,s1 315 334
Brazzaville 1,270,267 17,677 3.28 0:47 g2,g4,b5,s1 75 84
Buenos Aires 1,678,616 24,015 4.98 7:27 g1,g1,b3,s1 200 185
Dili 1,478,706 22,133 4.89 0:36 g2,b5,s1 60 87
Dushanbe 2,205,276 31,652 3.53 7:57 g1,g2,g3,g4,g4,b2,s1 220 231
Gangneung 2,654,282 40,560 4.97 6:00 g1,g1,g1,b2,s1 300 255
Istanbul 2,243,992 33,530 3.99 5:51 g1,g1,g4,b2,s1 215 213
Kuwait 1,690,109 24,322 4.45 4:10 g1,g4,b3,s1 115 148
Mexico City 1,178,090 15,811 4.88 7:40 g1,g4,b4,s1 115 122
San Salvador 980,405 12,940 1.95 1:03 g2,g4,b5,s1 75 87
Springfield 2,655,202 39,569 2.69 7:50 g1,g1,g2,g4,b1,s1 275 315
Taillinn 4,047,348 64,557 3.24 6:12 g1,g1,g1,g4,b3,s1 315 309

1 OBJ Value: represents sum of lifecycle, fuel, and procurement costs (see Equation 2.1).
2 Procurement: note s1 represents 75 systems. Common to all scenarios is the purchase of the maximum number of solar systems.
3 Gen Total represents the sum of the power ratings for all procured generators in kW:

∑

g∈G

∑

k∈G̃g

p̄gWgk

4 Max Demand is the maximum demand in kW per time period per scenario over the year-long time horizon: max
t∈T (1 + k̄)dpt [kW]

generators operate at or above 30% loading more than 96% of the time. The model chooses

to procure batteries for all scenarios.

Figure 2.7 is a continuous-data depiction of a discrete 20-hour extract from a year-long

dispatch solution to (U) involving two 100 kW generators and a 150 kW battery. For the

battery, positive power values represent discharging, while negative values indicate charging.

In Region 1), the demand is greater than 100 kW, the maximum rating for the first generator.

Instead of turning on the second generator, the model chooses to discharge the battery to

meet the load. In Region 2), the load reaches a threshold where the second 100 kW generator

turns on to meet the demand, but also charges the battery. Lastly, in Region 3), the load

drops below the threshold and the second generator turns off while the battery supplies some

of the load. This short-term load shifting allows both generators to operate at high percent

loading, which reduces fuel consumption and demonstrates the usefulness of the battery in

this situation.
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Figure 2.6 A graphical representation of generator performance, measured as the quotient of
the number of hours a generator operates at greater than 30% loading and the total number
of hours it runs.

Table 2.13 displays fuel consumption differences between three procurement options

solved using (U): (i) hybrid (generator, PV, and battery), (ii) generator-only, and (iii)

generator- and PV-only systems. Hybrid systems average 30% fuel savings across all sce-

narios compared to a comparably sized generator-only system. In one scenario, hybrid

systems provide a 50% reduction in fuel use. Although the generator- and PV-only system

is a promising procurement option that also reduces fuel consumption, the addition of the

battery further increases fuel savings nearly 10% across all scenarios.

2.3.6 Solution Quality

In this subsection, we present an analysis of the quality of solutions from (U) by identify-

ing both where our approximations are imperfect and the magnitude of these errors compared

to (P). We define the following metrics:
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Figure 2.7 An example, extracted from the solution to the Buenos Aires scenario (see Ta-
ble 2.12), depicting the dispatch strategy of two 100 kW-generators and a battery for the
first 20-hours of the year-long solution.

Error Variables

P̂+
bkt, P̂

−
bkt theoretical power into and out of battery b, twin k, in time period t as

modeled in (P) per constraints (2.12) and (2.13), respectively,
calculated post scenario run [kW]

δ+bkt, δ
−
bkt the difference between the actual power into and out of battery b, twin

k, in time period t as modeled in (U) (see constraints (2.20) and (2.21)),
respectively, and the corresponding theoretical power as modeled in (P)
[kW]

d̂pbk the sum over the time horizon of the quotient of the difference between
the total amount of battery b, twin k power over-estimated and the
total amount underestimated, and the demand converted to [kW] [%].

L̂bk theoretical lifecycles consumed by battery b, twin k over the time
horizon, as modeled in (P) per constraint (2.6b), calculated post
scenario run.

δlbk the quotient of the theoretical and actual lifecycles of battery b, twin k
(see constraints (2.6b) in (P) and (2.23) in (U)), respectively.
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Table 2.13 Fuel consumption statistics from solutions to (U) in which |T | = 8,760 for three
procurement options: (1) a hybrid system (generator, PV, and battery), (2) a generator-only
system, and (3) a generator- and PV-only system. Termination criteria: min(time limit ≤
10 hours, optimality gap ≤ 5%).

Hybrid System Generator-Only Generator & Solar

Scenario

Fuel
Consumption

(gallons)

Fuel
Consumption

(gallons)

Fuel Increase
vs

Hybrid System
(gallons)

Hybrid Fuel
/

Generator Fuel

Fuel
Consumption

(gallons)

Fuel Increase
vs.

Hybrid System
(gallons)

Hybrid Fuel
/

Generator & Solar Fuel

Bagram 29,048 43,555 14,507 33% 34,265 5,217 15%
Bamako 13,789 25,623 11,834 46% 17,008 3,219 19%
Boston 56,192 67,484 11,292 17% 58,188 1,996 3%
Brazzaville 17,677 27,405 9,728 35% 19,301 1,624 8%
Buenos Aires 24,015 34,283 10,268 30% 25,974 1,959 8%
Dili 22,133 34,758 12,625 36% 23,353 1,220 5%
Dushanbe 31,652 43,555 11,903 27% 35,508 3,856 11%
Gangneung 40,560 48,939 8,379 17% 42,864 2,304 5%
Istanbul 33,530 42,513 8,983 21% 35,548 2,018 6%
Kuwait 24,322 35,994 11,672 32% 26,268 1,946 7%
Mexico City 15,811 27,231 11,420 42% 18,179 2,368 13%
San Salvador 12,940 26,113 13,173 50% 16,263 3,323 20%
Springfield 39,569 50,934 11,365 22% 42,955 3,386 8%
Tallinn 64,557 70,736 6,179 9% 67,085 2,528 4%

Error Equations

δ+bkt = (P+
bkt − P̂+

bkt) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.26)

δ−bkt = (P−
bkt − P̂−

bkt) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T (2.27)

d̂pbk =
∑

t∈T

(
δ+bkt − δ−bkt

dpt

)

100% ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b (2.28)

δlbk =
L̂bk

Lbk

100% ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b (2.29)

The results given in Table 2.14 demonstrate that across all fourteen scenarios, relative

to a corresponding, hypothetical solution from (P): (i) our model over-estimates P−
bkt by as

much as 2.8 kW per time period, but this is less than 5% of the average scenario demand;

(ii) our model under-estimates P+
bkt by as much as 1 kW; (iii) the combination of (i) and (ii)

over the time horizon contributes to less than 0.02% of the total demand summed over the

time horizon. It is possible that changes to the dispatch in one time period affect dispatch in

subsequent time periods and, hence, the quality of our approximations; however, we seek a

dispatch solution at the hourly time fidelity, which assumes a steady-state demand and im-

plies that small perturbations due to approximation error are not particularly consequential.
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Lastly, (iv) our model over-approximates lifetimes consumed by roughly 25%. This is ac-

ceptable because lifecycles provide only a small contribution to the objective function value;

furthermore, this over-approximation results in a conservative assessment, which is desirable

to offset our omission of temperature effects, which may age the battery more rapidly than

estimated in a solution to (U).

The approximation error of our model results from the bounds corresponding to the

linearization associated with auxiliary variables Z+
bkt and Z−

bkt. Our model seeks to minimize

Z+
bkt as a means to conserve power generated either to enter the battery or for direct use

in meeting demand. On the other hand, the higher the value of Z−
bkt, the more power we

are able to withdraw from the battery. The tightness of the coefficients on the variables on

the right hand side of constraints (2.25a) and (2.25b) in the case of Z+
bkt, and of constraints

(2.25g) and (2.25h) in the case of Z−
bkt, affects the accuracy of the approximation. We do

note, however, that for all scenarios, the procurement strategy we obtain from solving (U)

yields a feasible completion to the resulting mixed integer nonlinear problem for a 24-hour

scenario. Longer horizons resulted in tractability (but not necessarily feasibility) issues.

2.4 Conclusions

We present an optimization model that determines the procurement and dispatch strategy

for a year-long demand profile at hourly time fidelity. Our formulation handles up to three

choices of battery technologies. We use fourteen year-long demand profiles at the hourly

fidelity for FOBs located in different climate zones, and solve all scenarios using a linear

approximation of the mixed-integer nonlinear program within the prescribed time limit (10

hours) to an optimality gap of less than 5%. Results suggest a hybrid system such as ours

reduces fuel consumption 30%, on average, compared to a generator-only solution. Our

solutions indicate a design and dispatch strategy that charges the battery when generator

demand is low and then discharges the battery to prevent operating generators at a low-

power rating. The implicit benefit of this strategy is that generators operate at power levels
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Table 2.14 Approximation error analysis comparing solutions to (U) against feasible solutions
to (P). Positive values represent an over-estimation; negative values represent an under-
estimation.

Scenario
Purchased
Battery1

Discharge2

( max
b∈B,k∈B̃b,t∈T

δ−bkt)
Charge3

( max
b∈B,k∈B̃b,t∈T

δ+bkt)

Percent of
Demand4

( max
b∈B,k∈B̃b

d̂pbk)

Lifecycle
Approximation5

( max
b∈B,k∈B̃b

δlbk)

Bagram b2 2.30 -0.80 0.031 90
Bamako b4 1.15 -0.40 0.050 99
Boston b3 1.73 -0.60 0.004 70
Brazzaville b5 0.58 -0.20 0.005 71
Buenos Aires b3 1.73 -0.60 0.030 76
Dili b5 0.57 -0.20 -0.004 69
Dushanbe b2 2.23 -0.80 0.010 67
Gangneung b2 2.33 -0.80 0.023 72
Istanbul b2 2.31 -0.80 0.024 74
Kuwait b3 1.73 -0.60 0.033 78
Mexico City b4 1.16 -0.40 0.025 79
San Salvador b5 0.57 -0.20 0.006 71
Springfield b1 2.89 -1.00 0.021 71
Tallinn b3 1.74 -0.60 0.013 76

1 Purchased Battery details the type of battery purchased as part of the procurement solution for each scenario.
2 Discharge represents the difference between the actual and theoretical power discharged by the battery in kWs
(over-approximation ≥ 0) per Equation (2.27).
3 Charge represents the difference between the actual and theoretical power received by the battery in kWs
(under-approximation ≤ 0) per Equation (2.26).
4 Percent of Demand is the sum of the quotient of the difference of total amount of batter power over-estimated
minus the total amount underestimated and the demand over the time horizon per Equation (2.28).
5 Lifecycle Approximation represents the quotient of the theoretical and actual total lifecycles per Equation

(2.29).

greater than 30% loading, on average, 96% of the time they are in use.

We evaluate the quality of our approximation by comparing solutions from (U) against the

nonlinear representations of power and lifecycle variables in (P). We find that although our

model overestimates battery discharge power, especially at low SoCs, the total quantity over-

estimated is less than 0.02% of the total demand. We acknowledge that this approximation

error stems from the bounds on SoC, which are 0 and 1 (see Subsection 2.3.6). Bounds

associated with partitioning (see Chapter 4) on SoC or applying operational logic could

reduce this error; however, it may be at the expense of increased solve times and/or reduced

solution quality. Testing with initial feasible solutions (IFS) to provide a “warm-start” to

(U) shows promise in reducing solve times (see Chapter 4). Such heuristics could also handle
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the nonlinearities in (P) more efficiently than an optimization approach. Although we are

exploring the development of such a tool, a detailed description lies outside the scope of this

dissertation.

Rather than minimizing costs, our model could easily incorporate objectives such as

minimizing environmental impact or total volume of the technologies procured. The battery

parameter calculations employed for our model are applicable to other chemistries, such as

lead acid and nickel cadmium. Because our model solves for both current and voltage, results

from (U) would be useful in relating design and dispatch solutions to more detailed dispatch

and power flow models that consider shorter time periods. Another extension of our model

would allow for the construction of a stochastic program to incorporate the variability of

both solar irradiance and power demand.
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CHAPTER 3

A PHYSICS-BASED INTEGER-LINEAR BATTERY MODELING PARADIGM

A paper in revise-and-resubmit status with Applied Energy Journal as of April 1, 2016.

Michael S. Scioletti5, Johanna K. Goodman6, Paul A. Kohl7, and

Alexandra M. Newman8

Abstract

Optimal steady-state dispatch of a stand-alone hybrid power system determines a fuel-

minimizing power distribution strategy while meeting a forecasted demand over six months

to a year. Corresponding optimization models that integrate hybrid technologies such as

batteries, diesel generators, and photovoltaics with system interoperability requirements are

often large, nonconvex, nonlinear, mixed-integer programming problems that are difficult to

solve even using the most state-of-the-art algorithms. The rate-capacity effect of a battery

causes capacity to vary nonlinearly with discharge current; omitting this effect simplifies the

model, but leads to over-estimation of discharge capabilities. We present a physics-based

set of integer-linear constraints to model batteries in a hybrid system for a steady-state

dispatch optimization problem that minimizes fuel use. Starting with a nonlinear set of

constraints, we empirically derive linearizations and then compare them to a commonly used

set of constraints that assumes a constant voltage and neglects rate-capacity. Numerical

results demonstrate that assuming a fixed voltage and capacity may lead to over-estimating

discharge quantities by up to 16% compared to our overestimations of less than 1%.

5Graduate Student at Colorado School of Mines, primary researcher and author
6Postdoctorate Fellow at Georgia Institute of Technology, specializing in battery chemistry
7Professor at Georgia Institute of Technology, specializing in battery chemistry
8Professor at Colorado School of Mines and advisor
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3.1 Introduction

Optimal steady-state dispatch of a stand-alone hybrid power system determines a fuel-

minimizing power distribution strategy while meeting a forecasted demand over six months

to a year. Corresponding optimization models that integrate hybrid technologies such as bat-

teries, diesel generators, and photovoltaics (PV) with system interoperability requirements

are often large, nonconvex, nonlinear, mixed-integer programming (MINLP) problems that

are difficult to solve [17, 62]. Mixed-integer programs (MIPs) that employ linearization and

approximation techniques to bound and solve a simplified nonlinear problem frequently serve

as tractable modeling alternatives to MINLPs. Although a MIP does not guarantee the fea-

sibility and/or optimality of the solution to the corresponding nonlinear problem, it can still

be an effective modeling option.

Batteries are integral to hybrid systems because of their ability to both store energy

and provide on-demand, dispatchable power [26, 50]. There are a variety of ways to ef-

fectively dispatch batteries in hybrid systems such as load-leveling, peak-shaving, and/or

load-following [19], all of which store energy to minimize the use of additional technologies

with start-up and ramping costs. All batteries generate a direct-current (DC) power that

requires conversion, subject to a power loss of up to 10%, to alternating-current (AC) power

to meet the demand. Batteries store energy in electrochemical form in ways that differ

by chemistry type; common battery chemistries associated with hybrid systems are nickel

cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, lead acid, and lithium-ion. Each has its own documented

advantages [77, 86], e.g., cost, safety, performance, size. We use data from lithium-ion and

lead-acid battery manufacturers to represent baseline products within the industry.

Steady-state dispatch modeling for hybrid-power systems often assumes that the instan-

taneous fluctuations in frequency and voltage over time do not affect power dispatch. When

a battery discharges, the electro-active species oxidizes at the anode and reduces at the cath-

ode. The chemistry of the electrodes determines the voltage of an individual cell. Because

concentrations of the electro-active species play a large role in determining the voltage and
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capability of a battery, detailed battery models are often diffusion-based, tracking concentra-

tions in the various parts of the battery. Diffusion-based models are accurate, because they

take into account the transient voltage behavior of the battery, such as the voltage profile

when switching between charge and discharge. The time for diffusion, i.e., the dissipation

of the concentration gradient, is estimated by the quotient of battery electrolyte thickness

squared and a diffusion coefficient that accounts for the diffusivity of the active species. The

diffusivity of lithium-ions in the electrolyte is on the order of 10−10m2

s
, while the scale for

different battery components is around 100 m. This gives diffusion-based models a timescale,

length2

diffusivity
, on the order of 100 seconds, which, when compared at the hourly time fidelity of our

steady-state application, represents too short of a time interval for it to impact the accuracy

of the model.

Although steady-state assumptions facilitate simplifying some complex relationships through

linearization [20, 31], modeling battery performance often requires both nonlinear and inte-

ger considerations. We recognize that lifetime is also an important characteristic in battery

modeling; however, lifetime data is limited and difficult to properly test. The focus of

this chapter is on the set of constraints within a hybrid system optimization model that

dictate battery performance, which are nonlinear, not on the objective function, system-

interoperability or other technology constraints. Energy, which describes the total amount

of electricity a source can provide, and power, which represents the total energy consumed

per unit time, are functions of voltage. Although voltage varies with time, our steady-state

assumptions render this variance negligible. However, voltage also varies depending on state

of charge (SoC), which is the fraction of battery capacity available for discharge, and current;

failing to consider this variability causes an over-estimation of battery resource availability.

By considering a physics-based definition of average power, in which power is the product

of current and voltage, and Ohm’s law, which relates current and resistance to voltage, we

can model the rate and associated amount of electricity available from batteries in terms of

a single independent variable, i.e., current.
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A battery’s capacity varies based on the magnitude of the discharge current. The higher

the current draw, the less total capacity available, which we refer to as the rate-capacity ef-

fect. Peukert’s equation [29], which accounts for the rate-capacity effect in lead-acid batteries

by exponentially relating battery capacity to discharge current, could also be applied to other

battery chemistries. The Kinetic Energy Battery Model (KiEBM), which portrays the change

in capacity as a nonlinear function of charge and discharge rates, models a battery’s capac-

ity as two tanks, one of which is immediately available for discharge and the other of which

is chemically bound [52]. Alternately, the CIEMAT (Centre for Energy, Environment and

Technology in Madrid, Spain) model presents a nonlinear set of equations that accounts for

dynamic and complex battery operations [25]. The common theme among these battery rep-

resentations is that neglecting rate-capacity leads to over-estimating the performance of the

battery, which may yield an infeasible dispatch solution, i.e., battery discharge power that is

not actually available. Researchers tend to use constraint sets in a hybrid model that neglect

rate-capacity (see Section 3.2 for cases in which tractability is a concern. These large-scale

MIPs minimize costs in design and/or dispatch problems that determine optimal technology

procurement and/or operation to satisfy demand [18, 40, 41, 42, 46, 49, 60, 63, 65, 73, 83, 85];

they may also approximate unit commitment that schedules technologies to meet demand

[35, 54, 78].

Recognizing the pitfalls of over-simplifying battery performance and the potential impact

rate-capacity error has on the solution, we first introduce simple energy constraint set (E),

which not only neglects rate-capacity effects, but assumes a constant voltage. As an alter-

native to (E), we present a chemist’s approach to determining battery dispatch iteratively,

i.e., as part of a simulation model. Then from this approach, we formulate a nonlinear

set of constraints (N ). Next, we linearize the nonlinear, nonconvex relationships in (N ) to

empirically derive a physics-based set of constraints (PB). We then determine the theoret-

ical error associated with both (E) and (PB). Lastly, we present (PF) (see Section 3.9),

which includes a fuel-minimizing objective function and a set of mixed-integer constraints
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for system interoperability and PV and generator technologies. The combination of (PB)

with (PF) and (E) with (PF) forms two optimization models, which we call (PB+

) and (E+),

respectively, for the hybrid power steady-state dispatch problem. We use these models to

solve 12 scenarios and then compare battery dispatch solutions of each model by quantifying

the error in each. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents

(E); Section 3.3 reveals our physics-based mixed-integer, nonlinear battery constraints (N )

presented in algorithmic and MINLP format. Section 3.4 details how we derive (PB) from

(N ). Section 3.5 presents scenarios and results, while Section 6 concludes.

3.2 A Commonly Used Set of Battery Constraints (E)

In this section, we present a commonly employed set of mixed-integer battery constraints

(E) in which voltage is constant and SoC serves as an unrestricted proxy for the fraction

of capacity available for discharge. We use lower-case letters for parameters and upper-case

letters for variables. We also use lower-case letters for indices and upper-case script letters

for sets. Superscripts and accents distinguish between parameters and variables that utilize

the same base letter, while subscripts identify elements of a set. A plus sign (+) signifies

power going into a technology, while a minus sign (-) indicates power leaving. The units of

each parameter and variable are provided in brackets after its definition.

Sets

t ∈ T set of all time periods [h]

Parameters

τ length of one time period [h]
ē manufacturer energy maximum rated-capacity of the battery [Wh]
η+, η− conversion efficiency of power flow into and out of the battery, respectively

[fraction]
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Variables

Bsoc
t SoC of the battery in time period t [fraction]

P+
t , P−

t aggregate power into and out of the battery in time period t, respectively
[W]

B+
t , B

−
t 1 if the battery is charging or discharging, respectively, in time period t, 0

otherwise [binary]

Constraints (E)

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + τ
(η+P+

t − P−
t )

ē
∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.1a)

τP−
t ≤ ēBsoc

t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.1b)

τP−
t ≤ ēB−

t ∀t ∈ T (3.1c)

τP+
t ≤ (s̄− Bsoc

t−1)ē ∀t ∈ T (3.1d)

τP+
t ≤ ēB+

t ∀t ∈ T (3.1e)

Bsoc
t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T (3.1f)

B+
t +B−

t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T (3.1g)

Bsoc
t , P+

t , P−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (3.1h)

B+
t , B

−
t binary ∀t ∈ T (3.1i)

Equation (3.1a) updates the SoC of the battery based on the previous time period’s SoC

and the energy entering and leaving the battery. We apply η+ to account for energy lost

converting AC power to DC power that applies when storing energy. (We include η− when

we integrate (E) with (PF), because the latter model contains system interoperability, specif-

ically, power balance constraints.) Constraints (3.1b) and (3.1d) restrict energy exiting and

entering the battery, respectively, while constraints (3.1c) and (3.1e) relate power discharge

and charge variables to their respective binaries. Constraint (3.1f) restricts SoC operating

levels, while constraint (3.1g) prevents simultaneous charge and discharge, but also allows

the battery to be idle. Constraints (3.1h) and (3.1i) account for nonnegativity and binary

variable restrictions, respectively.
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3.3 A Physics-Based Nonlinear Set of Battery Constraints (N )

In this subsection, we present both an iterative algorithm and a set of nonlinear, mixed-

integer constraints, which we call (N ), for modeling battery dispatch in a hybrid system to

meet demand. Throughout this subsection, we apply similar notational conventions as we

do to (E).

Sets

t ∈ T set of all time periods [h]
h ∈ H set of number of iterations [integer]

Parameters

τ length of one time period [h]
av, bv voltage slope and intercept coefficients, respectively [V]
cref manufacturer-specified capacity of the battery [Ah]
dt power demand in time period t [W]
ı̄ maximum current allowed, respectively [A]
iref reference current of the battery [A]
η+, η− conversion efficiency of power flow into and out of the battery,

respectively [fraction]
p Peukert’s constant [unitless]
rint internal resistance of the battery [Ohm]
s̄ maximum allowed SoC [fraction]

Variables

Bsoc
t SoC of the battery in time period t [fraction]

B̃soc
t adjusted SoC of the battery in time period t [fraction]

C̃t adjusted capacity of the battery in time period t [Ah]
Rint

t internal resistance of the battery in time period t [Ohm]
I+t , I

−
t charge and discharge current of the battery in time period t, respectively

[A]
P+
t , P−

t aggregate power into and out of the battery in time period t, respectively
[W]

V +
t , V −

t charge and discharge terminal voltage of the battery in time period t,
respectively [V]

B+
t , B

−
t 1 if the battery is charging or discharging, respectively, in time period t,

0 otherwise [binary]
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3.3.1 A Chemist’s Description of (N )

We model average battery power output as a function of the physics-based nonlinear,

nonconvex relationship between current and voltage, which, in general form for discharge,

is:

P−
t = I−t V

−
t ∀t ∈ T (3.2a)

Here V −
t represents the terminal voltage of the battery, which is not constant through-

out discharge. Open circuit voltage is a function of SoC and is often modeled as a linear

relationship [10, 58]. Terminal voltage deviates from open circuit voltage due to the inter-

nal resistance (from Ohm’s law) of the battery (positive for charge, negative for discharge)

[11, 25, 52, 61].

V −
t
︸︷︷︸

Discharge Terminal Voltage

= avBsoc
t−1 + bv

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Open Circuit Voltage

− Rint
t I−t
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ohm’s Law

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.2b)

A battery may be able to support a high discharge current, but the capacity achieved at

this high current is lower than the capacity achieved at a lower current. This effect can be

empirically described by Peukert’s nonlinear equation which gives an adjusted capacity, C̃t,

based on an applied current [29].

C̃t = cref
(
iref

I−t

)p−1

∀t ∈ T (3.2c)

The rate-capacity and adjusted capacity are temporary effects. At the end of a high

current discharge, a battery may appear empty but can actually be discharged further by

reducing the current. This recovery effect occurs primarily in lithium-ion batteries and is

a result of concentration gradients building up in the cell. Figure 3.1 shows that the final

capacity achieved stays constant despite high-rate discharges giving lower capacities.
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Figure 3.1 Discharge data for a lithium-ion battery demonstrating the rate-capacity effect.
We present three different discharge currents. In this case, when the battery discharges at
a higher current I−t (118 A and 47 A), it achieves only part of the reference capacity (439
Ah and 425 Ah, respectively), i.e., adjusted capacity C̃t, while when it discharges at a lower
current of 24A, it consumes all the capacity.

To monitor the capacity available, we introduce adjusted SoC, B̃soc
t , which relates ad-

justed capacity to the battery’s SoC and discharge current (capacity consumed).

B̃soc
t =

Adjusted Capacity
︷︸︸︷

C̃t −

Unavailable Capacity
︷ ︸︸ ︷

cref (1− Bsoc
t−1) −

Capacity Consumed
︷︸︸︷

τI−t

C̃t

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.2d)

If the adjusted SoC is greater than or equal to zero, then the discharge current is feasible,

which, when we substitute the right-hand side of (3.2d) in for B̃soc
t , yields:

C̃t − cref (1− Bsoc
t−1)− τI−t

C̃t

≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.2e)

We use an ampere-hour counting method to increase, at a fractional rate, or decrease the

previous time period’s SoC by the quotient of the current passed during each time period

and capacity [11, 61]. Discharge efficiency η− applies to system interoperability constraints,
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so we exclude it from these constraints.

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + τ

(

η+I+t − I−t
cref

)

∀t ∈ T (3.2f)

3.3.2 A Chemist’s Algorithmic Implementation of (N )

We first present Algorithm 3, a chemist’s approach to iteratively modeling nonlinear

battery dispatch within a hybrid system with one degree of freedom. For each time period,

the algorithm determines the highest feasible discharge current based on available capacity

to meet the demand requirement. Initially, the algorithm determines a current given both

a constant resistance and set discharge power P−
t , and then determines if the current is

obtainable based on the battery’s SoC and chemical property characteristics (iref , p, cref ). If

the current is feasible, we update the SoC of the battery and proceed to the next time period.

If the current is not feasible, we reduce discharge power P−
t , solve for current, and then check

feasibility. This process repeats, greedily considering each time period successively, until we

obtain a feasible current.

3.3.3 A MINLP formulation of (N )

We now present (N ) as a mixed-integer nonlinear set of constraints that facilitates solving

optimal dispatch of a battery within a hybrid model. An optimization model provides a more

comprehensive dispatch methodology to solving this problem, because it considers the entire

time horizon simultaneously.
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Algorithm 3 A chemist’s algorithm to iteratively determine feasible battery discharge only.

Input: τ , av, bv, Bsoc
0 (t=1), Bsoc

t−1(t > 1), cref , dt, ı̄, i
ref , p, rint, s̄, |H|, |T |

Output: Bsoc
t , C̃t, I

−
t , P

−
t

for t = 1, ..., |T | do
h = |H|+ 1
B̃soc

t = −∞
Rint

t = rint

while h > 0 and B̃soc
t < 0, which implies I−t is infeasible (see (3.2e)) do

h ← h− 1
Step 1: Set the power discharged by the battery to a fraction of demand P−

t =
(

h
|H|

)
dt, substitute (3.2b) into (3.2a), and solve for current (0 ≤ I−t ≤ ı̄):

I−t =
(avBsoc

t−1 + bv)−
√

(avBsoc
t−1 + bv)2 − 4rint

(
h
|H|

)
dt

2rint

Step 2: Given I−t from Step 1, solve Peukert’s equation [29] to determine the adjusted
capacity:

C̃t = cref
(
iref

I−t

)p−1

(3.2c)

Step 3: Given I−t from Step 1 and C̃t from Step 2, solve for adjusted SoC:

B̃soc
t =

C̃t − cref (1− Bsoc
t−1)− τI−t

C̃t

(3.2d)

end
Step 4: Given I−t from Step 1, update the SoC for time period t (0 ≤ Bsoc

t ≤ s̄):

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 − τ
I−t
cref

(3.2f)

end
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Constraints (N )

P+
t = (avBsoc

t−1 + bv +Rint
t I+t )I

+
t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.3a)

P−
t = (avBsoc

t−1 + bv −Rint
t I−)I−t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.3b)

C̃t =

(

cref
(
iref

I−t

)p−1
)

B−
t ∀t ∈ T (3.3c)

(

C̃t − cref (1− Bsoc
t−1)− τI−t

C̃t

)

B−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.3d)

I+t ≤ ı̄B+
t ∀t ∈ T (3.3e)

I−t ≤ ı̄B−
t ∀t ∈ T (3.3f)

Bsoc
t ≤ s̄ ∀t ∈ T (3.3g)

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + τ

(

η+I+t − I−t
cref

)

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.3h)

B+
t +B−

t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T (3.3i)

Bsoc
t , C̃t, I

+
t , I

−
t , P

+
t , P−

t , Rint
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (3.3j)

B+
t , B

−
t binary ∀t ∈ T (3.3k)

Equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) determine the power entering and leaving the battery as the

product of current and voltage, respectively (see (3.2a) and (3.2b)). We do not explicitly

model voltage in these constraints as it is a function of current and SoC. Equation (3.3c)

adjusts the battery’s capacity to account for the discharge current (see (3.2c)). Constraint

(3.3d) also only applies to discharge (see (3.2d) and (3.2e)); if the left-hand side is greater

than or equal to zero, then the discharge current is feasible. Constraints (3.3e) and (3.3f)

bound charge and discharge current, respectively, by relating them to their respective binary

variables, while (3.3g) restricts SoC to a maximum value. In equation (3.3h), we update

the SoC (see (3.2f)). (We include η− when we integrate (N ) with (PF), because the latter

model contains system interoperability, specifically, power balance constraints.) Constraint

(3.3i) prevents the battery from simultaneously charging and discharging during a given time

period; it also allows the battery to be idle. Lastly, constraints (3.3j) and (3.3k) provide

nonnegativity and binary restrictions, respectively.
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We do not attempt to solve a hybrid optimization model with (N ), because its nonlinear-

ity and nonconvexity do not lend itself to a tractable optimization model even if the domain

violations in constraints (3.3c) and (3.3d) are removed. Although constraints (3.3a) through

(3.3d) are nonlinear, the bilinearities in the first two are linearizable (see Chapter 2), while

(3.3c) and (3.3d) require an approximation to linearize.

3.4 A Physics-Based Linear Set of Battery Constraints (PB)

In this section, we demonstrate how to approximate the following operational character-

istics present in (N ): (i) voltage that varies with current and the previous time period’s SoC,

and (ii) capacity that varies exponentially with discharge current. Throughout this section,

we apply similar notational conventions as we do to (E).

3.4.1 Voltage

Similar to (3.2a), we model average battery power output as a function of the physics-

based nonlinear, nonconvex relationship between current and voltage. Voltage drops that

occur during charge or discharge result from the internal resistance and concentration gra-

dients that occur during use. Internal resistance is determined by the properties of the

electrolyte and the distance between the two electrodes, and is often portrayed as a simple

series resistance following Ohm’s law. As the battery charges or discharges, ions build up

at the electrode and electrolyte interfaces, which also causes the voltage to change. Both

concentration gradient and internal resistance offsets depend on the applied current and

usually remain constant throughout discharge (Rint
t = rint). When the battery discharges,

the terminal voltage drops below the open circuit value. When the battery is recharged, the

terminal voltage is greater than the open circuit value. The hourly time fidelity of our appli-

cation allows us to ignore transient features, such as the build-up of concentration gradients,

and to model discharge voltage as a function of open circuit voltage and resistance [25].
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V −
t
︸︷︷︸

Terminal Voltage

= avBsoc
t−1 + bv

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Open Circuit Voltage

− rintI−t
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ohm’s Law

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.4a)

The equation for V +
t follows similarly, except that the last term in (3.4a) is added to the

open circuit voltage, rather than subtracted.

We approximate current in (3.4a) with iavg, which represents a typical current applied

by the battery. The voltage offset due to Ohm’s Law, then, simplifies to a single constant

resistance term rintiavg, which we add to the open circuit voltage for charge and subtract for

discharge. The error associated with this approximation is discussed in detail in Section 3.5.

V +
t = avBsoc

t−1 + bv + rintiavg ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.4b)

V −
t = avBsoc

t−1 + bv − rintiavg ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.4c)

Figure 3.2 displays discharge data from a common lithium-ion battery. The dashed lines

represent the linearization of voltage (see (3.4c)) for varying levels of discharge current.

Additionally, we increase the accuracy of the linear fit in modeling voltage when we restrict

the battery’s SoC range between (s, s̄). Ideally, the SoC range reflects the manufacturer’s

recommendations for use.

s ≤ Bsoc
t ≤ s̄ ∀t ∈ T (3.4d)

We substitute voltage relationships (3.4b) and (3.4c) into equation (3.2a) to determine

power entering and exiting the battery.

P+
t = (avBsoc

t−1 + bv + rintiavg)I+t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.4e)

P−
t = (avBsoc

t−1 + bv − rintiavg)I−t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.4f)

The bilinear relationship within equations (3.4e) and (3.4f) between SoC and current is

linearizable (see Chapter 2) using a convex-underestimation technique introduced by [13, 56]

to bound and solve the problem.
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Figure 3.2 Solid lines represent nonlinear voltage (V −
t ) profiles for three discharge rates

(24 A, 32 A, 80 A) of a lithium-ion battery plotted as a function of SoC (Bsoc
t−1). Dashed-

lines represent the linear approximations of voltage presented in (3.4f). In some cases the
depicted voltage contains small oscillations, which are normal and unpredictable, but in
general the slope is linear. We restrict the SoC range to both improve the accuracy of our
linear approximation and to enforce an efficient operating policy.

3.4.2 Capacity

A battery realizes its maximum capacity when discharges occur at low currents, because

the voltage shift is small. At high currents, the capacity realized may be less than half of

that obtained at lower currents. We call the nonlinear relationship between capacity and

discharge current the rate-capacity effect. Battery capacity as a function of current is often

approximated using an exponential relationship (see Peukert’s equation (3.2c)). To facilitate

tractability of the problem, we use a linear relationship, based on specific rate-capacity

data, to approximate capacity as a function of current in which the reference capacity cref

represents the y-intercept and c− represents the slope of the line (c− ≤ 0).

C̃t = cref + c−I−t ∀t ∈ T (3.4g)

ı ≤ I−t ≤ ı̄ ∀t ∈ T (3.4h)
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Figure 3.3 presents capacity data for a lead-acid battery and Figure 3.4 for a lithium-ion

battery. We fit Peukert’s nonlinear empirical equation (5.24) and our linear approximation

(3.4g) employing least-squares regression to a range of feasible current values (see (3.4h))

and the range of current depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Capacity versus current data for a lead-acid battery. We fit Peukert’s nonlinear
empirical equation (5.24) and a linear approximation (3.4g) employing least squares regres-
sion to a range of feasible current values given in constraint (3.4h).

To determine a rate-capacity bound, i.e., to restrict current to a feasible range, we substi-

tute the linear approximation (3.4g) for C̃t in (3.2e) and then solve for I−t , which represents

an upper-bound, so we replace the equality and add the inequality appropriately:

I−t ≤

(

cref

τ − c−

)

Bsoc
t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.4i)

3.4.3 A MIP Formulation of (PB)

In this subsection, we present (PB) as the mixed-integer set of constraints derived in

Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. We apply similar notational conventions to (PB) as we applied to
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Figure 3.4 Capacity versus current data for a lithium-ion battery. We fit Peukert’s non-
linear empirical equation (5.24) and a linear approximation (3.4g) employing least squares
regression to a range of feasible current values given in constraint (3.4h).

both (E) and (N ).

Additional Parameters

c− battery discharge capacity slope coefficient [h]
iavg predicted average current of the battery [A]
ı minimum allowed current [A]
s minimum allowed SoC [fraction]
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Constraints (PB)

P+
t = (avBsoc

t−1 + bv + rintiavg)I+t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.5a)

P−
t = (avBsoc

t−1 + bv − rintiavg)I−t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.5b)

I−t ≤

(

cref

τ − c−

)

Bsoc
t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.5c)

s ≤ Bsoc
t ≤ s̄ ∀t ∈ T (3.5d)

ıB+
t ≤ I+t ≤ ı̄B+

t ∀t ∈ T (3.5e)

ıB−
t ≤ I−t ≤ ı̄B−

t ∀t ∈ T (3.5f)

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + τ

(

η+I+t − I−t
cref

)

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.5g)

B+
t +B−

t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T (3.5h)

Bsoc
t , I+t , I

−
t , P

+
t , P−

t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (3.5i)

B+
t , B

−
t binary ∀t ∈ T (3.5j)

Equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) represent power entering and leaving the battery, respectively

(see (3.4e) and (3.4f)). Bilinear terms within these constraints are linearized as in Section

2.2.12. We quantify the error associated with this linearization in Section 3.5. Constraint

(3.5c) provides rate-capacity bounds for discharge current (see (3.4i)). Constraint (3.5d)

restricts the SoC of the battery to a range that supports our linear assumptions (see (3.4d)),

while constraints (3.5e) and (3.5f) do the same for charge and discharge (see (3.4h)) current,

respectively. Constraints (3.5g) through (3.5j) follow identically from (N ) (see constraints

(3.3h) through (3.3k)).

3.5 Theoretical Error Analysis

To effectively compare the two sets of battery constraints, we quantify the approximation

error associated with linearizing (PB) and compare it to the rate-capacity and constant

voltage assumption error in solutions to (E). We define the following variables and equations

to facilitate this analysis:
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Variables

δEt magnitude of error in time period t per feasible battery dispatch
according to (E) [W]

δP
B

t magnitude of error in time period t per feasible battery dispatch
according to (PB) [W]

3.5.1 Approximation Error in (E)

In (E), the capacity of the battery, as given by the product of its maximum energy rating

and SoC, is 100% available for discharge (see constraint (3.1b)). Based on our discussion

of capacity and current in Section 3.1 and Section 3.4.2, only a fraction of the battery’s

capacity is actually available for discharge. Given that (E) assumes a constant voltage, and

given our use of the physics-based definition of power as a function of voltage and current,

any bound on power in (E) restricts current. In (3.4i), we derive a rate-capacity bound

crefBsoc
t−1/(τ − c−) that relates current to SoC and capacity. The difference between this

bound and (3.1b), is the multiplier 1/(τ−c−), which we label as c%; if we apply c% to (3.1b),

we similarly constrain discharge current (see (3.4i)) in (E):

τP−
t ≤ c%ēBsoc

t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.6a)

Table 3.5 provides values of the parameter c− and available capacity percentages for one

lead-acid battery and five lithium-ion batteries. Even within the same chemistry, batteries

can behave differently based on cell construction and active materials. As c− decreases,

the available capacity for discharge decreases. For example, for a one-hour time interval,

the percentage of capacity available from a Hardy lead-acid battery (c−=-0.062) is 61.7%.

For a A123 lithium-ion battery (c−=-0.04) this value is 96.1%, demonstrating that lead-acid

batteries suffer much more from the rate-capacity effect than lithium-ion batteries.

Constraint (3.6a) provides an upper bound for discharge power in (E); if power discharged

exceeds this bound, then there is a rate-capacity violation, which we quantify as:
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Table 3.5 Battery parameters for c− and available capacity (τc%100%) based on manufacturer
data. Rate-capacity effects are present in all sets of battery data analyzed.

Manufacturer Chemistry c− Available Capacity

K2 18650 Lithium-Ion -0.009 99.1%
A123 12-Volt Lithium-Ion -0.04 96.1%
Panasoninc NCR 18650 Lithium-Ion -0.08 92.5%
Panasonic GCR 18650 Lithium-Ion -0.27 78.7%
Panasonic 18650 Lithium-Ion -0.47 68.0%
Hardy 12-Volt Lead-Acid -0.62 61.7%

max

{

0,

Power Discharged
︷︸︸︷

P−
t −

Rate-Capacity Bound
︷ ︸︸ ︷

c%ēBsoc
t−1

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rate-Capacity Error

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.6b)

Additionally, (E) assumes voltage is constant, which is not accurate, because voltage is

a function of the battery’s current and SoC (see (3.2b)). Constant voltage assumption error

compares the decrease in SoC in (E) for a given discharge quantity to that of (N ). We

determine the SoC decrease as a function of power discharged in (E) by multiplying power

by τ/ē (see (3.1a)), yielding τP−
t /ē.

To determine the SoC decrease for P−
t in (N ), we first solve equation (3.3b) with Rint

t =

rint (see Algorithm 1, Step 1) for discharge current:

I−t =
(avBsoc

t−1 + bv)−
√

(avBsoc
t−1 + bv)2 − 4rintP−

t

2rint
∀t ∈ T (3.6c)

Then, using I−t from (3.6c), we determine that the decrease in SoC for (N ) is
(

τI−t
cref

)

(see

(3.3h)). We take the product of the difference in SoC decrease between the two models and

capacity to get units of watts.
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(
SoC Decrease (N )

︷︸︸︷

τI−t
cref

−

SoC Decrease (E)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

τP−
t

ē

)
Capacity [W]
︷︸︸︷

ē

τ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Constant Voltage Assumption Error

∀t ∈ T (3.6d)

Rate-capacity (discharge only) and constant voltage assumption error in (E) are additive,

but because the constant voltage assumption error may over- or under-estimate power, error

in (E) is not strictly an over-estimation.

δEt = max

{

0, P−
t − c%ēBsoc

t−1

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rate-Capacity Error

+

(

τI−t
cref
−

τP−
t

ē

)

ē

τ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Constant Voltage Assumption Error

∀t ∈ T (3.6e)

The error associated with charge, rather than discharge, follows similarly.

3.5.2 Approximation Error in (PB)

In Chapter 2, we indicate that the approximation error in (PB) stems from the upper

bounds imposed by the bilinearization of current and SoC (Bsoc
t−1I

−
t ) in constraints (3.5a) and

(3.5b):

Bsoc
t−1I

−
t ≤ ı̄Bsoc

t−1 + sI−t − sı̄ ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.7a)

Bsoc
t−1I

−
t ≤ ıBsoc

t−1 + s̄I−t − s̄ı ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.7b)

Because we use s = 0 and ı = 0 for the lithium-ion batteries in our scenarios, these

constraints simplify to the following:

Bsoc
t−1I

−
t ≤ ı̄Bsoc

t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.7c)

Bsoc
t−1I

−
t ≤ s̄I−t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.7d)

Constraint (3.7c) is dominated by (3.5c), because
(

cref

τ−c−

)

= ı̄; therefore, we only use

constraint (3.7d) to determine the error. Moving the left-hand side to the right-hand side of
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(3.7d) and factoring out current yields the error as the product of current and the difference

between SoC and its upper bound (s̄ − Bsoc
t−1)I

−
t , which we multiply by av from (3.5b) to

convert from amperes to watts.

av(s̄− Bsoc
t−1)I

−
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discharge Approximation Error [W]

t ∈ T : t > 1 (3.7e)

Additionally, by approximating current in equation (3.5b) with iavg =
(

cref

τ

)

, which

is the maximum possible discharge quantity per time period, we under-estimate discharge

power. The resulting error is the product of the difference between iavg and current, which,

in units of watts, follows from the last term in equation (3.5b):

rint
(
cref

τ
− I−t

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

iavg Error [A]

I−t ∀t ∈ T [W ] (3.7f)

Given
(

cref

τ

)

is greater than or equal to I−t , we subtract the iavg error from the discharge

error. The combined error in (PB) for discharge ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 is:

δP
B

t =

{(

av(s̄− Bsoc
t−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discharge Approximation Error [W]

− rint
(cref

τ
− I−t

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

iavg Error [W]

)

I−t

}

(3.7g)

A similar analysis can be done using the lower bounds on charge.

3.6 Comparative Error Analysis of δEt and δP
B

t

Although δEt and δP
B

t are indexed on t, t is not necessary for the theoretical analysis.

Without loss of generality, we simply address discharge error in this subsection. We compare

error as a function of maximum feasible discharge quantities, which for (E) is P−
t = ēBsoc

t−1

and for (PB) is I−t =
(

cref

τ−c−

)

Bsoc
t−1 (see equations (3.1b) and (3.5c), respectively).

Figure 3.5 depicts rate-capacity error in δEt for each battery listed in Table 3.5 with a 200

kWh capacity as a function of SoC. Regardless of battery capacity, we find that the greatest
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errors in solutions to (E) occur when the battery is fully charged (Bsoc
t = s̄), but in general

error increases linearly with SoC. Also, results indicate that as the parameter c− increases,

rate-capacity error declines, but as c− decreases, rate-capacity error increases, i.e., the more

capacity available, the less chance of a rate-capacity violation.

Figure 3.5 Rate-capacity error in δEt for all the batteries listed in Table 3.5 at a 200 kWh
capacity when dispatched at maximum feasible quantities. Results are proportional to ca-
pacity.

Constant voltage assumption error in (E) is a function of discharge power P−
t and SoC

Bsoc
t−1. Table 3.6 displays δEt for the constant voltage assumption error only, which, for the

discharge case, ranges from over-estimating P−
t by up to 0.64 kW per time period to under-

estimating it by 2.48 kW. This error is a function of discharge power P−
t and SoC Bsoc

t−1 (see

(3.6c)).

Figure 3.6 depicts analysis analogous to that in Figure 3.5, but for δP
B

t ; it reveals that

δP
B

t and SoC Bsoc
t−1 have a quadratic relationship that obtains a maximum when the battery

is half charged. As c− decreases, δP
B

t decreases as well, causing a “reversal” in ordering of

the battery curves relative to that for δEt . Rate-capacity bounds increase as c− decreases,

which enables higher discharge currents and, with that, increased error.
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Table 3.6 Constant voltage assumption error in δEt for a 200 kWh capacity as a function
of feasible discharge power and SoC values. Feasibility is determined by imposing rate-
capacity bounds in (3.6b) on power and SoC combinations. Negative values indicate an
under-estimation of discharge power for the combination of P−

t and Bsoc
t−1, while positive

shaded numbers reflect an over-estimation. Maximum and minimum values are denoted by
bold font and are underlined. †P−

t and Bsoc
t−1 combination is infeasible.

Bsoc
t−1

P−
t (W) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

10,000 202 152 102 53 5 -42 -90 -137 -184 -230
20,000 † 317 217 119 22 -74 -169 -264 -357 -450
30,000 † 494 345 197 51 -93 -237 -379 -519 -659
40,000 † † 484 287 92 -101 -292 -482 -670 -856
50,000 † † 636 389 144 -97 -337 -574 -810 -1043
60,000 † † † 503 209 -81 -369 -655 -938 -1218
70,000 † † † 630 286 -53 -390 -724 -1055 -1382
80,000 † † † † 375 -14 -400 -782 -1160 -1535
90,000 † † † † 476 37 -397 -828 -1254 -1677
100,000 † † † † † 100 -383 -862 -1337. -1807
110,000 † † † † † 176 -356 -885 -1408 -1926
120,000 † † † † † † -318 -896 -1467 -2033
130,000 † † † † † † -268 -895 -1515 -2130
140,000 † † † † † † -206 -882 -1551 -2214
150,000 † † † † † † † -857 -1576 -2287
160,000 † † † † † † † -821 -1589 -2349
170,000 † † † † † † † † -1590 -2399
180,000 † † † † † † † † -1579 -2437
190,000 † † † † † † † † † -2464
200,000 † † † † † † † † † -2479

Similar to discharge approximation error, Figure 3.7 presents iavg error, which is also

quadratic and achieves a maximum of 0.6 kW given SoC for all batteries listed in Table 3.5

at 200 kWh capacity. The maximum discharge error, when we subtract iavg error from the

approximation error, is less than 2 kW.

Figure 3.8 represents total discharge error δEt and δP
B

t as a function of SoC for each

battery listed in Table 3.5. This analysis indicates high-rate capability lithium-ion batteries
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Figure 3.6 Discharge approximation error for all the batteries listed in Table 3.5 for a 200
kWh capacity as a function of SoC. We assume maximum feasible discharge given SoC.
Results are proportional to capacity

such as K2 and A123 can be modeled with (E), because the total error is similar to that

of (PB); however, as the rate capability decreases, as it does with the remaining batteries

listed in Table 3.5, the potential for large errors increases. Total discharge error, which is

dominated by rate-capacity error in (E), ranges from 2 kW to 76 kW compared to less than

2 kW in (PB). This wide range in error in the latter cases implies that (E) in its current

form is only useful for a small subset of batteries.

3.7 Computational Study

Optimal steady-state dispatch for a hybrid power system of a microgrid challenges mod-

elers to find an acceptable relationship between error and solvability. In this section, we

present (PF) (see Section 3.9), a mixed-integer, linear model that minimizes fuel consump-

tion subject to a set of constraints that includes system interoperability and bounds for PV

and generator technologies. Because the focus of our study lies in battery performance, we

eliminate system procurement considerations, including the related aspect of battery lifecy-

cles, from a more comprehensive model such as (U). The combination of (PB) with (PF)
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Figure 3.7 Discharge iavg error for all the batteries listed in Table 3.5 at a 200 kWh capac-
ity as a function of SoC. We assume maximum feasible discharge given SoC. Results are
proportional to capacity.

and (E) with (PF) forms two optimization models, (PB+

) and (E+), respectively, for the

hybrid power steady-state dispatch problem.

We solve these models and compare their solutions by quantifying the error present in

each. We employ the following variables:

Variables

P E+

t power discharged by the battery in time period t per a dispatch solution
to (E+) [W]

PPB
+

t power discharged by the battery in time period t per a dispatch solution
to (PB+

) [W]
δE

+

t magnitude of error as defined by δEt (see (3.6e)) in time period t per
battery dispatch solution to (E+) [W]

δP
B
+

t magnitude of error as defined by δP
B

t (see (3.7g)) in time period t per
battery dispatch solution to (PB+

) [W]

3.7.1 Model Parameters and Scenarios

We focus on hybrid systems comprised of diesel generators, batteries (energy storage),

and PV (renewable energy). All technologies represent baseline industry products in terms

of performance and capabilities. We consider three sizes of solar arrays: (i) a 50 kW PV
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Figure 3.8 Total discharge error δP
B

t and δEt associated with a maximum feasible discharge
current for each battery listed in Table 3.5 at a 200 kWh capacity as a function of SoC.

array, which represents roughly half of the maximum demand, (ii) a 100 kW PV array, which

represents roughly the same magnitude as the maximum demand, and (iii) a 200 kW PV

array, which corresponds to twice the maximum demand. We consider two sizes of generators

(see Table 3.7) and two sizes of Panasonic 18650 batteries, which we assume fully charged

and new, i.e., off the shelf. We do not consider terminal conditions of the battery, because

our focus is on battery performance constraints for a six-month time horizon, which is not

long enough to impact battery lifetime. Correspondingly, we don’t consider battery lifecycles

in our analysis. We choose the lithium-ion chemistry because it is the most applicable to our

situation in that is has long cycle life, the best energy density, i.e., capacity per weight, and
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has received the most attention. Without loss of generality, we examine the Panasonic 18650

whose characteristics also help emphasize the effects of the rate-capacity error. Table 3.8

presents the associated parameters for this battery, which result from empirically derived

equations in Chapter 2, and are not directly available from manufacturers or from other

empirical studies to our knowledge. Our battery constraint sets necessitate careful tailoring

of existing data, which we consider one of the contributions of our work.

Table 3.7 Generator parameter values from Chapter 2 employed in each scenario.

Parameter 60kW 100kW
bg 0.0645 0.0644
cg 0.59 0.95

Table 3.8 Battery parameter values employed in each scenario, in which rint, iavg, av, and bv

derive from relationships defined in Section 3.4.1, and cref , c− from linearizations in Section
3.4.2.

Parameter 100kWh 200kWh
rint 0.00587 0.00293
iavg 448 897
av 10.76 10.76
bv 217.6 217.6
cref 448 897
c− 0.4783 0.4783

In Chapter 2, we present 14 year-long demand profiles at hourly-fidelity. We employ the

first six months of the San Salvador, El Salvador scenario [33] scaled by 1.15, which, given

the cyclical nature of the data, represents a typical steady-state forecast. The minimum

demand is 19 kW and the maximum demand is 100 kW.

We model PV power by first determining the AC power output of a 1 kWmono-crystalline

panel using a PVWatts simulation for the location from which the demand originates [27].

We then take the product of the PVWatts results and the respective sized PV array (50 kW,

100 kW, or 200 kW) as optimization model input to determine the hourly PV power output.
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Figure 3.9 The six-month long (|T |=4380) demand profile from the San Salvador, El Salvador
demand forecast presented in Chapter 2, scaled by 1.15 to achieve a maximum demand of
100 kW.

Figure 3.10 displays the relationship between demand and PVWatts solar radiation output

for the three sizes of PV arrays over a one-week (|T |=168) horizon.

Figure 3.10 A week-long (|T |=168) example from the six-month long (|T |=4380) demand
profile. The three curves associated with PV power represent PVWatts simulation output
for PV arrays of size: (i) 50 kW, (ii) 100 kW, and (iii) 200 kW.

Table 3.9 presents our 12 scenarios, in which each scenario represents a different power-

rated combination of PV, generator, and lithium-ion battery.

Given the differences in power capabilities between each scenario, we expect to see a

variety of ways in which to dispatch technologies to minimize fuel use. Figure 3.11 provides

three likely dispatch strategies, which are related to the size of the PV array, for a 24-hour

period. Figure 3.11a displays a likely solution if PV is less than demand (scenarios 1, 2, 7, 8),

i.e., PV powers only a fraction of the demand. In these scenarios, the limited availability of
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Table 3.9 Each scenario has a diesel generator, PV array, and lithium-ion battery; however,
scenarios differ by the power rating of each technology type.

Scenario Generator (kW) Battery (kWh) Solar Array (kW)

1 60 200 50
2 60 100 50
3 60 200 100
4 60 100 100
5 60 200 200
6 60 100 200
7 100 200 50
8 100 100 50
9 100 200 100
10 100 100 100
11 100 200 200
12 100 100 200

PV not only mandates the dispatch of additional technologies to meet demand, but it implies

the generator is necessary to charge the battery. Figure 3.11b indicates that the increase in

PV availability (scenarios 3, 4, 9, 10) allows PV to independently power the load and provide

some power to assist the generator in charging the batteries. Figure 3.11c demonstrates a

dispatch solution for scenarios with an even greater PV availability (scenarios 5, 6, 11, 12)

than that exhibited in Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.11b.

Figure 3.11 Anticipated technology dispatch for the scenarios that consider PV arrays sized
at (a) 50 kW (scenarios 1,2,7,8), (b) 100 kW (scenarios 3,4,9,10), and (c) 200 kW (scenarios
5,6,11,12), respectively. Positive values represent power dispatched from the technology,
minus batteries, in which positive power represents charge and negative power is discharge.
The demand is the same for all scenarios.
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3.7.2 Results

We solve (E+) and (PB+

) on a Sun Fire x2270 m2 with 24 processors (2.93 GHz each),

48 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, using GAMS 24.1.3, which employs CPLEX version 12.5.1.0 [2], a

commercial state-of-the-art solver that uses the branch-and-bound algorithm coupled with

heuristics to improve the best integer solution and cuts to improve bounds. Each MIP solves

to an optimality gap of three percent in fewer than two hours.

Figure 3.12 presents the maximum and average of δEt and δP
B

t by scenario. In all but

one scenario (Scenario 3), both the maximum and average error of solutions to δP
B
+

t are

notably less than those of δE
+

t . In this solution, there are no rate-capacity violations so δE
+

t

equals just the constant voltage assumption error (See Table 3.6), which is comparable in

magnitude to discharge approximation error in (PB+

) (see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.12 The maximum and average error over the time horizon comparing solutions to
(E+) to that of (PB+

). Odd-numbered scenarios (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) correspond to the 200 kWh
battery, while even-numbered scenarios (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) involve the 100 kWh battery.
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If we separate the 12 scenarios into odd and even sets, in which odd sets correspond to

the 200 kWh battery and even sets the 100 kWh battery (see Table 3.9), and examine the

results by set, we see a common theme. Rate-capacity errors occur more frequently and

at higher magnitudes when demand is greater than the upper bound on battery discharge.

Because the capacity of the battery is twice that of the maximum demand (100 kW) for odd

scenarios, rate-capacity errors are small. Figure 3.12 reports that the largest violation within

the odd set is 9 kW. On the contrary, within the even set, because battery capacity is similar

to the maximum demand, the likelihood of a rate-capacity violation increases. In five of the

six even scenarios, rate-capacity error is nearly 16 kW and the average of this error across all

scenarios is twice that of the odd set. Over-estimating performance by 16% in even scenarios

allows a 100 kWh battery to operate as a 116 kWh battery without penalty. However, the

procurement cost differential at $500 per kWh between a 100 kWh and 116 kWh battery is

$8000. Additionally, a 100 kW generator consumes 2 gallons of fuel in producing 16 kW in

an hour, which, depending on the cost of fuel, may be significant.

In general, because the objective of our problem is to minimize fuel use, and battery

discharge does not consume fuel, an optimal solution seeks to maximize battery dispatch;

therefore, when demand is greater than the rate-capacity bounds, which occurs most often in

the even-numbered scenarios, the likelihood and size of rate-capacity violations increases. If

the opposite is true, which is the case for the odd-numbered scenarios, rate-capacity bounds

may not be as restrictive, thereby reducing the likelihood and size of rate-capacity violations.

Although there are situations in which choosing to use (E+) versus (PB+

) is inconsequential,

the scenario results indicate that failure to account for rate-capacity effects when considering

four of the six batteries in Table 3.5 is nontrivial and it may invalidate the solution.

3.8 Conclusion

We present a detailed set of battery constraints to account for variable voltage and

rate-capacity effects associated with steady-state dispatch for a hybrid power optimization

problem. We provide a nonlinear physics-based set of constraints (N ) in MINLP format,
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then derive a tractable, linear approximation (PB) that limits over-estimation error. A

theoretical analysis examining discharge error relative to (N ) as a function of SoC indicates

that error in (E) increases linearly with SoC and over-estimates performance by as much as

34% for a given battery type, while error in (PB) is minimal and quadratic. To validate this

analysis, we solve 12 scenarios and compare the resulting error in solutions to (PB+

) against

that in (E+) for a 6-month horizon at hourly fidelity. Results indicate that rate-capacity

violations are most likely to occur when a battery’s capacity is less than demand, leading to

increased overestimation errors. Although rate-capacity errors in solutions to (E+) dominate

constant voltage assumption errors in magnitude, assuming a constant voltage presents up to

two percent error in magnitude per discharge. The maximum and average error in solutions

to (PB+

) compared to the error in solutions to (E+) is significantly less for 11 of 12 scenarios

and similar in one. In particular, (E+) over-estimates discharge by as much as 16% in a

number of scenarios compared to less than one percent across all scenarios in solutions to

(PB+

), but, more importantly, (E+) is exposed as a model that lacks detail, consistency, and

has limited application.

3.9 Appendix

We present the mathematical formulation of the objective function and system interop-

erability and technology constraints, which we call (PF), necessary to minimize fuel-use for

the steady state dispatch problem (P) presented in Chapter 2. The combination of (PF)

with a set of battery constraints forms a hybrid power model. We fix procurement, which

is similarly modeled in both (E) and (PB), for each scenario to the technologies and sizes

depicted in Table 3.9, because our objective is to compare dispatch error between two sets

of battery constraints in a hybrid power optimization model. Additionally, we do not model

lifetime, because it is outside the scope of this chapter, so all such associated parameters,

variables, and constraints are omitted. We apply similar notational conventions to (PF), as

referenced in this chapter.
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Sets

t ∈ T set of all time periods [h]

Parameters

τ length of one time period [h]
dt steady-state power demand in time period t [W]
η− power conversion efficiency of power exiting the battery [fraction]
p̄b, p̄g maximum power rating of the battery and the generator, respectively [W]

bf , cf fuel consumption coefficients for generator power [ gal
Wh

, gal
h
]

γt power output of a PV panel in time period t [ W
system

]

ks fraction of PV power necessary to meet spinning reserve requirements
[unitless]

xPV integer number of PV systems [systems]

Variables

P+
t , P−

t aggregate power into and out of the battery in time period t, respectively [W]
P g
t aggregate power out of the generator in time period t [W]

P PV
t aggregate power out of PV in time period t [W]

F̃t amount of fuel used in time period t [gal]
Gt 1 if generator is operating in time period t, 0 otherwise [binary]

Steady-State Dispatch Problem (PF )

Minimize

∑

t∈T

F̃t (3.8a)
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subject to

P g
t + η−P−

t − P+
t + P PV

t ≥ dt ∀t ∈ T (3.8b)

p̄bBsoc
t +

(
p̄gGt − P g

t

)
≥ ksP PV

t ∀t ∈ T (3.8c)

P g
t ≤ p̄gGt ∀t ∈ T (3.8d)

F̃t ≥ τ(bfP g
t + cfGt) ∀t ∈ T (3.8e)

P PV
t ≤ γtx

PV ∀t ∈ T (3.8f)

F̃t, P
+
t , P−

t , P PV
t , P g

t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (3.8g)

Gt binary ∀t ∈ T (3.8h)

Detailed Discussion of Formulation

The objective function (3.8a) minimizes fuel use. Constraint (3.8b) ensures that the

hourly dispatch strategy of generator, battery, and solar technologies meets demand. We

apply a parameter η− to account for conversion associated with battery discharge power

from DC to AC. Due to the intermittence of solar power, constraint (3.8c) enforces “spinning

reserve,” which ensures that a backup power source, either batteries and/or generators, is

available to meet a fraction of the load supplied by PV. If a generator is running, constraint

(3.8d) bounds output power to be less than a manufacturer-specified level. Constraint (3.8e)

determines the amount of fuel used during time period t. We limit the PV output power to

the product of γt and size of the PV array in constraint (3.8f). Finally, constraints (3.8g)

and (3.8h) enforce nonnegativity and binary restrictions, respectively.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF OUR LINEAR APPROXIMATION

In the previous chapter, we derive a physics-based mixed-integer linear set of constraints

and equations in which voltage is a function of both current and state of charge. To deter-

mine power entering and exiting the battery, we take the product of voltage and current,

which yields bilinear terms Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t . We demonstrate how to linearize these bi-

linearities in (U) (see Section 2.2.12) by employing their convex envelope [13, 56]. Although

the convex envelope is the tightest possible convex relaxation [12], there is room for improve-

ment. Creating sub-envelopes, which we form by partitioning, or dividing, the feasible region

of the bilinear term into pieces and then taking the convex envelope of one of the pieces, is

a method to tighten the relaxation. This technique is not without additional computational

cost. Partitioning not only sacrifices convexity by implementing integer restrictions to ac-

tivate partitions, but it involves introducing additional variables and constraints that may

compromise tractability. We validate tractability of our partitioning models by solving the

14 scenarios in Chapter 2, i.e., FOB scenarios. We present 11 partitioning formulations in

total: (UP1) through (UP11), but only present detailed analysis on the computationally best

one (UP1). We present the remaining 10 formulations and results from the FOB scenarios

in this chapter’s appendix (see Section 4.5) for reference.

4.1 Partitioning

For ease of discussion, we refer to general formulations involving partitioning as (UP )

and specific formulations by adding a number for reference, for example (UP1). We refer to

the convex envelope relaxation employed in (U) from [56] as the McCormick relaxation and

the technique of sub-dividing the feasible region into pieces and employing a smaller convex

envelope to the active piece as partitioning. The maximum approximation error associated

with the McCormick relaxation occurs at the mid-point of the feasible region and is one
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fourth of this area [13]. For example, in our problem, the feasible range of current is [ı, ı̄]

and the feasible range for SoC is [s, s̄]; therefore, the maximum approximation error, which

is identical for charge and discharge, is:

(̄ı− ı)(s̄− s)

4
(4.1)

Now if we apply a partitioning scheme on the McCormick relaxation, i.e., we create n

partitions on one variable in the bilinear term, the approximation error decreases by a factor

of n:

1

n

(

(̄ı− ı)(s̄− s)

4

)

(4.2)

And if we partition on both variables, i.e., if we create m partitions on one variable and

n partitions on the other in the bilinear term, the approximation error decreases by a factor

of mn:

1

mn

(

(̄ı− ı)(s̄− s)

4

)

(4.3)

Figure 4.1 presents a graphical depiction of maximum approximation error as a function

of partitioning on one variable: SoC or current; and two variables: both SoC and current.

Both [82] and [38] derive a number of ways to partition on McCormick’s relaxation.

These formulations subscribe either to big-M, convex hull, or incremental cost principles.

The authors characterize the quality of partitioning by size and tightness. Size represents

the increase in dimension associated with the creation of additional variables and constraints,

while tightness represents the proximity of the relaxation to the nonlinear objective function

value. If we rank order formulation types increasing by size and then increasing by tightness,

we find the following: {big-M, incremental cost, convex hull}, {convex hull, incremental

cost, big-M}, respectively; however, both [82] and [38] articulate that the computational

performance of these formulations is impossible to predict, but [38] identifies five that com-
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Figure 4.1 Maximum approximation error per equations (4.1) through (4.3) for number of
partitions 1-10 on SoC, current, and SoC & current, respectively. Results are for a 904
Ah-rated lithium-ion battery (200 kWh). S: SoC; C: Current; numbers indicate number
of partitions. For example, S4: four partitions on SoC variable. S1 and C1 represent one
partition, i.e., the McCormick relaxation.

putationally outperform the rest. Given this insight, we employ these five models for each

of the two variables in the bilinear term, which yields ten single-variable partition models.

We also select one of the five models in which to partition on both variables in the bilinear

term. In total, we present 11 models: (UP1) through (UP11) (see Table 4.1) and then solve

the aforementioned 14 FOB scenarios
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Table 4.1 The 11 partitioning formulations we analyze. N: number of partitions; B: number
of bilinear terms; V: number of times a variable is partitioned on. Convex: convex hull
formulation; cost: incremental cost formulation [38, 82].

Name Formulation [38]
Partition
Variables

Type
Binary

Variable(s)
Continuous
Variable(s)

Linear
Constraint(s)

(UP1) NF2g I+
t
, I−

t
Big-M NV B+V 4NB+V

(UP2) NF2g Bsoc

t−1 Big-M NV B+V 4NB+V
(UP3) NF2g I+

t
, I−

t
, Bsoc

t−1 Big-M N2V B+V 2 4N2B+V
(UP4) NF4l I+

t
, I−

t
convex NV (N+2)B+NV (N+3)B+NV

(UP5) NF4l Bsoc

t−1 convex NV (N+2)B+NV (N+3)B+NV
(UP6) NF4r I+

t
, I−

t
convex NV (N+1)B (N+4)B+2V

(UP7) NF4r Bsoc

t−1 convex NV (N+1)B (N+4)B+2V
(UP8) NF6t I+

t
, I−

t
cost (N-1)V (N+1)B+NV 3NB+2(N-1)V

(UP9) NF6t Bsoc

t−1 cost (N-1)V (N+1)B+NV 3NB+2(N-1)V
(UP10) NF7r I+

t
, I−

t
cost (N-1)V NB (2N+3)B+2V

(UP11) NF7r Bsoc

t−1 cost (N-1)V NB (2N+3)B+2V

4.2 (UP1) Formulation

In this section, we present (UP1) (see Table 4.1), because it computationally out-performs

the other formulations in solving the FOB scenarios. We present the remaining 10 formu-

lations and results to the FOB scenarios in Section 4.5. Throughout this section, we use m

in reference to partitioning on SoC variables and n in reference to partitioning on charge

and discharge current variables. In Chapter 2, we present indices b for battery technologies

and k for battery twins; however, for simplicity, we omit these indices in this chapter and

formulate partitioning models for one battery technology; however, in solving scenarios that

consider multiple battery technologies in which more than one twin is available for procure-

ment, these indices are necessary. In this instance, we would update all associated variables

with the indices b and k and all parameters with just the b index. For example, Bsoc
t would

change to Bsoc
bkt and ı̄ would change to ı̄b.
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Sets

n ∈ N number of current (charge or discharge) partitions [integer]

Parameters

iU+, iL+ battery charge current upper and lower bound, respectively [A]
iU−, iL− battery discharge current upper and lower bound, respectively [A]
p+n , p

−
n battery upper bound of partition n for charge current and discharge

current, respectively [A] (see Figure 4.2 for graphical description)

iU+ =
cref

c+

iL+ = 0

iU− =
cref

c− + τ

iL− = 0

p+n = iL+ +
(iU+ − iL+)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

p−n = iL− +
(iU− − iL−)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

Figure 4.2 A graphical depiction of the partitioning parameters for discharge current p−n and
charge current p+n .
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Variables

Z+
t , Z

−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
nt, λ

−
nt 1 if battery partition n for charge or discharge, respectively, is active in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]

(UP1) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on charge and

discharge current I+t and I−t , respectively, which we tailor from NF2g in [38].

(see §4.2.1 Partition Activation Variables: constraint set 21)

∑

n∈N

λ+
nt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.4a)

∑

n∈N

λ−
nt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.4b)

(see §4.2.2 Partition Bounds: constraint set 24)

I+t ≥ iL+B+
t + (p+n−1 − iL+)λ+

nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n > 1 (4.4c)

I+t ≤ iU+B+
t − (iU+ − p+n )λ

+
nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.4d)

I−t ≥ iL−B−
t + (p−n−1 − iL−)λ−

nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n > 1 (4.4e)

I−t ≤ iU−B−
t − (iU− − p−n )λ

−
nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.4f)

(see §4.2.3 Big-M Constraints: constraint set 30)

Charge

Z+
t ≥ p+nB

soc
t−1 + s̄I+t − s̄p+n − iU+(1− λ+

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.4g)

Z+
t ≥ p+n−1B

soc
t−1 + sI+t − sp+n−1 − iU+(1− λ+

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.4h)

Z+
t ≤ p+nB

soc
t−1 + sI+t − sp+n + iU+(1− λ+

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.4i)

Z+
t ≤ p+n−1B

soc
t−1 + s̄I+t − s̄p+n−1 + iU+(1− λ+

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.4j)
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Discharge

Z−
t ≥ p−nB

soc
t−1 + s̄I−t − s̄p−n − iU−(1− λ−

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.4k)

Z−
t ≥ p−n−1B

soc
t−1 + sI−t − sp−n−1 − iU−(1− λ−

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.4l)

Z−
t ≤ p−nB

soc
t−1 + sI−t − sp−n + iU−(1− λ−

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.4m)

Z−
t ≤ p−n−1B

soc
t−1 + s̄I−t − s̄p−n−1 + iU−(1− λ−

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.4n)

(see §4.2.4 Nonnegativity and Integrality)

Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.4o)

λ+
nt, λ

−
nt binary ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.4p)

4.2.1 Partition Activation Variables

Constraints (4.4a) and (4.4b) relate partition activation variables λ+
nt and λ−

nt to charge

and discharge, respectively. Because we do not allow batteries to charge and discharge in

the same time period, only one of the two lambda variables is active.

4.2.2 Partition Bounds

Constraints (4.4c) through (4.4d) restrict charge current to the active partition, while

constraints (4.4e) through (4.4f) similarly restrict discharge current. If λ+
nt=1, the partition

is active and charge current is constrained on the interval [p+n−1, p
+
n ]; the same logic holds

for discharge current when λ−
nt=1. If λ+

nt=0 or λ−
nt=0, the respective constraints become

redundant with charge and discharge current feasibility bounds.

4.2.3 Big-M Constraints

The McCormick relaxation is a function of four constraints, two upper bounds and two

lower bounds that span the feasible region of the bilinear term. When we partition on

discharge or charge current, we reduce the size of the feasible region, which allows for a

smaller convex envelope, i.e., sub-envelope, that yields a tighter relaxation. Constraints

(4.4g) through (4.4j) bound Z+
t , while constraints (4.4k) through (4.4n) bound Z−

t . If λ+
nt
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or λ+
nt equals 1, then Z+

t or Z−
t , respectively, is constrained by the convex envelope of the

active partition. Through the use of big-M values, if a partition is not active, the associated

constraints become redundant.

4.2.4 Nonnegativity and Integrality

Constraint (4.4o) provides nonnegativity restrictions, while constraint (4.4p) provides

binary restrictions.

4.3 Theoretical Error Analysis

In this section, we present a theoretical analysis on only discharge approximation error,

because calculating the same for charge is similar. We focus solely on (UP1), because it

outperforms the remaining 10; however, this analysis is easily adaptable to those models

(see Section 4.5). We define the following variables to calculate error:

Variables

δP1
t discharge approximation error as determined by the difference between

the minimum upper-bound constraint of (UP1) on Z−
t and solution

output from (UP1), i.e., Bsoc
t−1I

−
t [W]

δUt discharge approximation error as determined by the difference between
the minimum upper-bound of the McCormick relaxation in (U) on Z−

t

and solution output from (UP ), i.e., Bsoc
t−1I

−
t [W]

δU
P1

t total discharge error as determined by the sum of discharge
approximation error δP1

t and iavg error [W]

Figure 4.1 presents the maximum approximation error with and without partitioning,

which is the same for both charge and discharge; however, it does not classify the approxi-

mation error as an over- or under-estimation; therefore, we conduct a monotonicity analysis

on Z−
t and our objective function. The variable Z−

t is located in equations that calculate (i)

power exiting the battery P−
t (see (2.21)) and (ii) battery lifecycles Lb (see (2.22)). In both

(i) and (ii), increasing Z−
t decreases the objective function, which implies Z−

t has a mono-

tonically decreasing relationship with the objective function; therefore, in our problem, the

dominant set of bounds for discharge is the upper bounds of the convex envelope, because
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maximizing Z−
t minimizes the objective function value. With this logic in mind, we apply

the following methodology to derive discharge approximation error equations for (UP1). The

upper bound constraints of Z−
t are:

Z−
t ≤ p−nB

soc
t−1 + sI−t − sp−n + iU−(1− λ−

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.5)

Z−
t ≤ p−n−1B

soc
t−1 + s̄I−t − s̄p−n−1 + iU−(1− λ−

nt) ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.6)

We introduce δP1
t , a variable that represents the difference between the minimum upper

bound, i.e., minimum value between the right-hand sides of (4.5) and (4.6), and Z−
t , and

replace the inequality with an equality. Because error is a function of the active partition in

which λ−
nt = 1, the last term in these constraints is zero:

δP1
t = min

{(
p−nB

soc
t−1 + sI−t − sp−n

)
, (p−n−1B

soc
t−1 + s̄I−t − s̄p−n−1)

}

− Z−
t t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.7)

We then (i) set Z−
t equal to the bilinear term it is approximating, Bsoc

t−1I
−
t ; (ii) consolidate

like terms on the right-hand side; (iii) set s = 0; and (iv) multiply the right side by av to

obtain units of watts:

δP1
t =

{

av
(

min
{

(p−n − I−t )B
soc
t−1, (p

−
n−1 − I−t )B

soc
t−1 + s̄(I−t − p−n−1)

})

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discharge Approximation Error [W]

}

t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.8)

Figure 4.3 displays a theoretical analysis of δP1
t for feasible discharge current values.

In Chapter 3, we define the total discharge error (see (3.7g)) per time period as the sum

of the discharge approximation error and iavg error:

δUt =

{

av(s̄− Bsoc
t−1)I

−
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discharge Approximation Error [W]

− rint
(cref

τ
− I−t

)

I−t
︸ ︷︷ ︸

iavg Error [W]

}

∀t ∈ T (4.9)

Similar to Chapter 3, to determine total discharge power error δU
P1

t , we subtract iavg error,

which is unaffected by partitioning:
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Figure 4.3 Discharge approximation error δP1
t for number of partitions (1C, 2C, 3C, 4C,

10C). For reference, we also graph δP3
t for partitions (2S & 2C, 4S & 4C, 4S & 2C) and iavg

error. Results are for a 904 Ah-rated lithium-ion battery (200 kWh). Key: 2C reflects 2
partitions on discharge current variable, 2S reflects 2 partitions on SoC variables. 1C reflects
McCormick relaxation.

δU
P1

t =

{

av
(

min
{

(p−n − I−t )B
soc
t−1, (p

−
n−1 − I−t )B

soc
t−1 + s̄(I−t − p−n−1)

})

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discharge Approximation Error [W]

− rint
(cref

τ
− I−t

)

I−t
︸ ︷︷ ︸

iavg Error [W]

}

∀t ∈ T (4.10)

Figure 4.4 displays total discharge error δU
P1

t per equation (4.10), which does not neces-

sarily approach zero as we increase the number of partitions. Instead, increased partitioning

implies δU
P1

t approaches iavg error; therefore, fewer partitions (between 2 and 4 for this

particular example) may be a better approximation than more.

Figure 4.5 presents the total discharge relative error, which we define as the quotient of

total discharge error δU
P1

t and feasible discharge current I−t . As values of discharge current

increase from iL− to iU−, relative error decreases. Partitioning in general shows a one to
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Figure 4.4 Total discharge error δU
P1

t for number of partitions (1C, 2C, 3C, 4C, 10C). For
reference, we also graph δU

P3

t for partitions (2S & 2C, 4S & 4C, 4S & 2C). Results are for
a 904 Ah-rated lithium-ion battery (200 kWh). Key: 2C reflects 2 partitions on discharge
current variable. 1C reflects McCormick relaxation.

three percent reduction in relative error compared to McCormick’s relaxation (1C).

4.4 Computational Study

In this section, we solve (UP1) as a MIP on a Sun Fire x2270 m2 with 24 processors (2.93

GHz each), 48 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, using GAMS 24.1.3, which employs the branch-and-

bound algorithm using CPLEX 12.5.1.0. We consider two, three, and four partitions, which

we deem near-optimal from our analysis given in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, to determine

tractability.

Our first attempt to solve (UP1) yields no solution within a 5% optimality gap in fewer

than 10 hours. We attribute this result to the solver’s inability to find an initial feasible

solution (IFS) quickly, which is common for large-scale MIP formulations such as these. Al-

though solvers utilize the latest heuristics and state-of-the-art solution algorithms, solving a

branch-and-bound problem from the root node for NP-hard problems is not always success-
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Figure 4.5 Total discharge relative error is the quotient of δP1
t and δU

P1

t for number of
partitions (1C, 2C, 3C, 4C, 10C). For reference, we also graph δU

P3

t for partitions (2S & 2C,
4S & 4C, 4S & 2C), and iavg error. Results are for a 904 Ah-rated lithium-ion battery (200
kWh). Key: 2C reflects 2 partitions on discharge current variable. 1C reflects McCormick
relaxation.

ful. A common way to improve solver performance is to provide it a starting point, or IFS, to

which we refer to as a “warmstart,” from which the solver may start the branch-and-bound

algorithm.

In Chapter 2, we provide a literature review on design and dispatch modeling that indi-

cates simulation and/or evolutionary algorithms produce feasible solutions to the problem.

We also discuss commercial software, e.g., Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renew-

ables (HOMER) [9], that is equally successful at implementing dispatch strategies to produce

feasible solutions. We argue that these methods are not suitable for optimization because

there is no assessment of solution quality; however, feasibility is the only necessary criteria

for an IFS so all of these techniques are valid. We apply a greedy heuristic [87] using dis-

patch strategies that attempts to minimize total fuel costs over the time horizon to find a

feasible solution to (P). In fewer than five minutes, our heuristic loops through multiple
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procurement options in which it assigns dispatch myopically, i.e., without looking forward in

time, based on the rules described in Figure 4.6, and then outputs the least expensive design

and dispatch solution it encounters, which we select as our IFS.

Determine the net 

power flow through 

the assets required 

to meet load, 

maximizing output 

from PV first and 

then generators.

Input: Dispatched generators and their maximum power 

output; purchased batteries and their minimum and 

maximum charge and discharge capacity given the current 

state; available power from PV systems. 

Can PV and generators 

meet load and charge the 

batteries at the maximum 

allowable rate?

Can PV and generators 

meet load without 

discharging the battery?

Is the net load after PV and 

generators less than the batteries’ minimum 
allowable discharge?

Output: Set PV output to minimum of PV 

available and load plus max battery 

charge.  Charge batteries at maximum 

allowable.  Balance load with dispatched 

generators.

Output: Set PV output to minimum of PV 

available and load. Idle batteries. Balance 

load with dispatched generators.

Output: Set PV output to maximum 

available.  Discharge batteries at minimum 

allowable.  Balance load with dispatched 

generators.

Output: Set PV output to maximum 

available. Run generators at capacity. 

Balance load by discharging batteries.  

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Can PV and generators 

meet load while charging 

the battery?

No

Yes
Output: Set PV output to maximum 

available.  Run generators at capacity.  

Balance load by charging battery.

Figure 4.6 Flowchart of the logic governing the heuristic policy’s assignment of power flow
for a given set of dispatched generators [87].

We apply the IFS to facilitate solving the FOB scenarios with (UP1) through (UP11).

Figure 4.7 presents the results of (UP1) compared to those reported of (U) in Chapter 2

reveal that partitioning is not only a tractable approach, but it performs similarly to (U)

(see Table 2.12). The results from (UP2) through (UP11) are depicted in Section 4.5. The

IFS facilitates solving all 14 scenarios with (UP1) for two partitions, and 12 of the 14 sce-

narios for three and four partitions to our prescribed criterion; the maximum optimality gap

achieved for these solutions to (UP1) at 10 hours of computation time is 6.09%. Increased ef-

fort to improve the solution quality of the IFS simulation by implementing multiple dispatch

strategies and/or considering multiple time periods simultaneously will enhance computa-

tional performance of solving partitioning models.
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Figure 4.7 Computation time (minutes) to solve the 14 FOB scenarios for (UP1) employing
one to four partitions with a“warmstart.” We compare commutation times to those reported
in Chapter 2, which represent one partition, to solve (U) without a “warmstart” for |T |=8,760
hours. Termination criteria is: minimum of 5% optimality gap or 10 hours. Computation
times of 600 minutes indicate that the model did not solve the scenario to desired gap in
fewer than 10 hours; for these two scenarios, the maximum optimality gap is 6.09%. PV:
photovoltaics. CPLEX settings are “threads” =15 and “mipstart”=1.

4.5 Appendix

In this section, we present the remaining 10 partition models, (UP2) through (UP11),

depicted in Table 4.1. Unlike the pooling problem presented in [38], for our design and

dispatch problem, we have to deconflict charge and discharge partition activation variables,

because only one operation per time period is allowed. To simplify this effort, we create

charge and discharge SoC variables Bsoc+

t and Bsoc−

t , which results in two sets of bilinear

terms, Bsoc+

t−1 I+t and Bsoc−

t−1 I−t . We relate Bsoc+

t and Bsoc−

t to Bsoc
t−1 by performing an exact

linearization similar to that described in Chapter 2. We omit these equations from the

partitioning formulations, but they are necessary in each formulation that includes Bsoc+

t

and Bsoc−

t . In these instances, linearization efforts reflect the following:
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Exact Linearization

Bsoc+

t ≤ s̄B+
t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.11)

Bsoc−

t ≤ s̄B−
t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.12)

−s̄(1− B+
t ) ≤ Bsoc+

t − Bsoc
t−1 ≤ s̄(1− B+

t ) ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.13)

−s̄(1− B−
t ) ≤ Bsoc−

t − Bsoc
t−1 ≤ s̄(1− B−

t ) ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.14)

We apply similar notational conventions to (UP2) through (UP11) formulations as refer-

enced throughout this chapter.

4.5.1 (UP2) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on charge and

discharge current I+t and I−t , respectively, which we tailor from NF2g in [38].

Sets

m ∈M number of SoC partitions [integer]

Parameters

psocm battery upper bound of partition m for SoC [fraction]

psocm = s+
(s̄− s)

(|M| − 1)
(m− 1) ∀m ∈M : m ≥ 1, |M| ≥ 2

Variables

Z+
t , Z

−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
mt, λ

−
mt 1 if battery partition m for charge or discharge, respectively, is used in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]
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(Constraint set 21)
∑

m∈M

λ+
mt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.15a)

∑

m∈M

λ−
mt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.15b)

(Constraint set 24)

Bsoc
t−1 ≥ s(B+

t +B−
t ) + (psocm−1 − s)(λ+

mt + λ−
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.15c)

Bsoc
t−1 ≤ s̄(B+

t +B−
t )− (s̄− psocm )(λ+

mt + λ−
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.15d)

(Constraint set 30)

Charge

Z+
t ≥ iU+Bsoc

t−1 + psocm I+t − psocm iU+ − iU+(1− λ+
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.15e)

Z+
t ≥ iL+Bsoc

t−1 + psocm−1I
+
t − psocm−1i

L+ − iU+(1− λ+
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.15f)

Z+
t ≤ iU+Bsoc

t−1 + psocm−1I
+
t − psocm−1i

U+ + iU+(1− λ+
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.15g)

Z+
t ≤ iL+Bsoc

t−1 + psocm I+t − psocm iL+ + iU+(1− λ+
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.15h)

Discharge

Z−
t ≥ iU−Bsoc

t−1 + psocm I−t − psocm iU− − iU−(1− λ−
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.15i)

Z−
t ≥ iL−Bsoc

t−1 + psocm−1I
−
t − psocm−1i

L− − iU−(1− λ−
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.15j)

Z−
t ≤ iU−Bsoc

t−1 + psocm−1I
−
t − psocm−1i

U− + iU−(1− λ−
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.15k)

Z−
t ≤ iL−Bsoc

t−1 + psocm I−t − psocm iL− + iU−(1− λ−
mt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.15l)

(Nonnegativity and Integrality)

Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.15m)

λ+
mt, λ

−
mt binary ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.15n)

Constraints (4.15a) and (4.15b) relate partition activation variables to charge and dis-

charge, respectively. Because we do not allow batteries to charge and discharge in the same

time period, only one of the two lambda variables is active. Both B+
t and B−

t are constrained
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by procurement, so by default partition activation variables are as well. Constraints (4.15c)

and (4.15d) tighten the bounds of the variable SoC. If λ+
mt=1, the partition is active and

SoC is constrained by the bounds of (psocm−1, p
soc
m ). If λ+

mt=0, these constraints become redun-

dant by bounding SoC to its original bounds (s, s̄). The McCormick relaxation of a bilinear

product, which employs the proxy variables Z+
t and Z−

t , is a function of four constraints,

two upper bounds and two lower bounds. When we partition on SoC, we reduce the re-

gion over which the convex envelope spans, which allows a tighter relaxation. Constraints

(4.15e) through (4.15h) bound Z+
t , while constraints (4.15i) through (4.15l) bound Z−

t . If

λ+
mt or λ+

mt equals 1, then Z+
t or Z−

t , respectively, is constrained by the convex envelope

over the partitioned region. Through the use of big-M values, if a partition is not equal to

one, the associated constraints become redundant. Constraint (4.15m) and (4.15n) provide

nonnegativity and binary restrictions, respectively.

4.5.2 (UP3) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations, which merges (UP1) and (UP2), represents

partitioning on both SoC Bsoc
t−1 and charge and discharge current I+t and I−t , respectively.

Sets

m ∈M number of SoC partitions [integer]
n ∈ N number of current (charge or discharge) partitions [integer]

Parameters

psocm battery upper bound of partition m for SoC [fraction]
p+n , p

−
n battery upper bound of partition n for charge current and discharge

current, respectively [A]

psocm = s+
(s̄− s)

(|M| − 1)
(m− 1) ∀m ∈M : m ≥ 1, |M| ≥ 2

p+n = iL+ +
(iU+ − iL+)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

p−n = iL− +
(iU− − iL−)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2
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Variables

Z+
t , Z

−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
mnt, λ

−
mnt 1 if battery partition mn for charge or discharge, respectively, is used in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]

(Constraint set 21)
∑

m∈M

∑

n∈N

λ+
mnt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.16a)

∑

m∈M

∑

n∈N

λ−
mnt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.16b)

(Constraint set 24)

Bsoc
t−1 ≥ s(B+

t +B−
t ) + (psocm−1 − s)

∑

n∈N

(λ+
mnt + λ−

mnt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.16c)

Bsoc
t−1 ≤ s̄(B+

t +B−
t )− (s̄− psocm )

∑

n∈N

(λ+
mnt + λ−

mnt) ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.16d)

I+t ≥ iL+B+
t + (p+n−1 − iL+)

∑

m∈M

λ+
mnt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.16e)

I+t ≤ iU+B+
t − (iU+ − p+n )

∑

m∈M

λ+
mnt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.16f)

I−t ≥ iL−B−
t + (p−n−1 − iL−)

∑

m∈M

λ−
mnt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.16g)

I−t ≤ iU−B−
t − (iU− − p−n )

∑

m∈M

λ−
mnt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.16h)

(Constraint set 30)

Charge

Z+
t ≥ p+nB

soc
t−1 + psocm I+t − psocm p+n − iU+(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.16i)

Z+
t ≥ p+n−1B

soc
t−1 + psocm−1I

+
t − psocm−1p

+
n−1 − iU+(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : m,n, t > 1
(4.16j)

Z+
t ≤ p+nB

soc
t−1 + psocm−1I

+
t − psocm−1p

+
n + iU+(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.16k)

Z+
t ≤ p+n−1B

soc
t−1 + psocm I+t − psocm p+n−1 + iU+(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.16l)
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Discharge

Z−
t ≥ p−nB

soc
t−1 + psocm I−t − psocm p−n − iU−(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : t > 1 (4.16m)

Z−
t ≥ p−n−1B

soc
t−1 + psocm−1I

−
t − psocm−1p

−
n−1 − iU−(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : m,n, t > 1
(4.16n)

Z−
t ≤ p−nB

soc
t−1 + psocm−1I

−
t − psocm−1p

−
n + iU−(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : n, t > 1 (4.16o)

Z−
t ≤ p−n−1B

soc
t−1 + psocm I−t − psocm p−n−1 + iU−(1− λ+

mnt) ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T : m, t > 1 (4.16p)

(Nonnegativity and Integrality)

Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.16q)

λ+
mnt, λ

−
mnt binary ∀m ∈M, n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.16r)

Constraints (4.16a) and (4.16b) relate partition activation variables to charge and dis-

charge, respectively. Constraints (4.16c) and (4.16d) bound SoC by the active partition,

while constraints (4.16e) through (4.16h) perform the same task for charge current and dis-

charge current, respectively. Constraints (4.16i) through (4.16l) bound Z+
t by the active

convex sub-envelope, while constraints (4.16m) through (4.16p) similarly bound Z−
t . Con-

straint (4.16q) and (4.16r) provide nonnegativity and binary restrictions, respectively.

4.5.3 (UP4) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on charge and dis-

charge current, which we tailor from NF4l in [38].

Sets

n ∈ N number of charge and discharge current partitions [integer]

Parameters

d+n , d
−
n battery partition length n for charge and discharge current, respectively

[A]
p+n , p

−
n battery upper bound of partition n for charge and discharge current,

respectively [A]
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p+n = iL+ +
(iU+ − iL+)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

p−n = iL− +
(iU− − iL−)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

Variables

δ+nt, δ
−
nt deviation in charge and discharge current relative to the lower bounds

p+n−1 and p−n−1 in time t, respectively [A]
δsoc

+

nt , δsoc
−

nt deviation in SoC for charge and discharge relative to the lower partition
bound s in partition n in time t, respectively [fraction]

δz+t , δz−t deviation in Z+
t , Z

−
t , respectively, relative to derived partition bounds in

time t [A]
Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
nt, λ

−
nt 1 if battery partition n for charge and discharge, respectively, is active in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]

(Constraint set 21)
∑

n∈N

λ+
nt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.17a)

∑

n∈N

λ−
nt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.17b)

(Constraint set 22)

I+t =
∑

n∈N

(p+n−1λ
+
nt + δ+nt) ∀t ∈ T (4.17c)

I−t =
∑

n∈N

(p−n−1λ
−
nt + δ−nt) ∀t ∈ T (4.17d)

0 ≤ δ+nt ≤ d+nλ
+
nt n ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T (4.17e)

0 ≤ δ−nt ≤ d−nλ
−
nt n ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T (4.17f)
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(Constraint set 36)

0 ≤ δsoc
+

nt ≤ (s̄− s)λ+
nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.17g)

0 ≤ δsoc
−

nt ≤ (s̄− s)λ−
nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.17h)

Bsoc+

t = s+
∑

n∈N

δsoc
+

nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.17i)

Bsoc−

t = s+
∑

n∈N

δsoc
−

nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.17j)

(Constraint set 41)

Z+
t = sI+t +

∑

n∈N

p+n−1δ
soc+

nt + δz+t ∀t ∈ T (4.17k)

Z−
t = sI−t +

∑

n∈N

p−n−1δ
soc−

nt + δz−t ∀t ∈ T (4.17l)

(Constraint set 42)

δz+t ≥
∑

n∈N

d+n δ
soc+

nt + (s̄− s)
∑

n∈N

(δ+nt − d+nλ
+
nt) ∀t ∈ T (4.17m)

δz−t ≥
∑

n∈N

d−n δ
soc−

nt + (s̄− s)
∑

n∈N

(δ−nt − d−nλ
−
nt) ∀t ∈ T (4.17n)

δz+t ≤ (s̄− s)
∑

n∈N

δ+nt ∀t ∈ T (4.17o)

δz−t ≤ (s̄− s)
∑

n∈N

δ−nt ∀t ∈ T (4.17p)

δz+t ≤
∑

n∈N

d+n δ
soc+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.17q)

δz−t ≤
∑

n∈N

d−n δ
soc−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.17r)

(Nonnegativity and Integrality)

δsoc
+

nt , δsoc
−

nt , δ+nt, δ
−
nt ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.17s)

δz+t , δz−t , Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.17t)

λ+
nt, λ

−
nt binary ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.17u)
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Constraints (4.17a) and (4.17b) relate partition activation variables to charge and dis-

charge, respectively. Constraints (4.17c) and (4.17d) update charge and discharge current as

a function of their respective deviation variable. Constraints (4.17e) and (4.17f) bound charge

and discharge current deviation variables to the length of the active partition. Constraints

(4.17g) and (4.17h) bound SoC deviation variables. Constraint (4.17i) and (4.17j) update

SoC variables by adding the respective deviation variables to the lower bound. Constraints

(4.17k) and (4.17l) update Z+
t and Z−

t , respectively. Constraints (4.17m) and (4.17n) provide

lower bounds to δz+t and δz−t deviation variables, while constraints (4.17o) through (4.17r)

provide upper-bounds. Constraints (4.17s) and (4.18t) provide nonnegativity restrictions,

while constraint (4.17u) provides binary restrictions.

4.5.4 (UP5) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on SoC, which we

tailor from NF4l in [38].

Sets

m ∈M number of SoC partitions [integer]

Parameters

dsocm battery partition length m for SoC [fraction]
psocm battery upper bound of partition m for SoC [fraction]

psocm = s+
(s̄− s)

(|M| − 1)
(m− 1) ∀m ∈M : m ≥ 1, |M| ≥ 2
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Variables

δ+mt, δ
−
mt deviation in charge and discharge current, respectively, relative to the

lower bound iL+ and iL−, respectively, in partition m in time t [A]
δsoc

+

mt , δsoc
−

mt deviation in SoC for charge and discharge relative to the lower partition
bound psocm−1, respectively, in partition m in time t [fraction]

δz+t , δz−t deviation in Z+
t , Z

−
t , respectively, from partition bounds in time t [A]

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
mt, λ

−
mt 1 if battery partition m for charge and discharge, respectively, is used in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]

(Constraint set 21)
∑

m∈M

λ+
mt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.18a)

∑

m∈M

λ−
mt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.18b)

(Constraint set 22)

Bsoc+

t =
∑

m∈M

(

psocm−1λ
+
mt + δsoc

+

mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.18c)

Bsoc−

t =
∑

m∈M

(

psocm−1λ
−
mt + δsoc

−

mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.18d)

0 ≤ δsoc
+

mt ≤ dsocm λ+
mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.18e)

0 ≤ δsoc
−

mt ≤ dsocm λ−
mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.18f)

(Constraint set 36)

0 ≤ δ+mt ≤ (iU+ − iL+)λ+
mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.18g)

0 ≤ δ−mt ≤ (iU− − iL−)λ−
mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.18h)

I+t = iL+ +
∑

m∈M

δ+mt ∀t ∈ T (4.18i)

I−t = iL− +
∑

m∈M

δ−mt ∀t ∈ T (4.18j)
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(Constraint set 41)

Z+
t = iL+Bsoc+

t +
∑

m∈M

psocm−1δ
+
t + δz+t ∀t ∈ T (4.18k)

Z−
t = iL−Bsoc−

t +
∑

m∈M

psocm−1δ
−
t + δz−t ∀t ∈ T (4.18l)

(Constraint set 42)

δz+t ≥
∑

m∈M

dsocm δ+mt + (iU+ − iL+)
∑

m∈M

(δsoc
+

mt − dsocm λ+
mt) ∀t ∈ T (4.18m)

δz−t ≥
∑

m∈M

dsocm δ−mt + (iU− − iL−)
∑

m∈M

(δsoc
−

mt − dsocm λ−
mt) ∀t ∈ T (4.18n)

δz+t ≤ (iU+ − iL+)
∑

m∈M

δsoc
+

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.18o)

δz−t ≤ (iU− − iL−)
∑

m∈M

δsoc
−

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.18p)

δz+t ≤
∑

m∈M

dsocm δ+mt ∀t ∈ T (4.18q)

δz−t ≤
∑

m∈M

dsocm δ−mt ∀t ∈ T (4.18r)

(Nonnegativity and integrality)

δsoc
+

mt , δsoc
−

mt , δ+mt, δ
−
mt ≥ 0 ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.18s)

δz+t , δz−t , Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.18t)

λ+
mt, λ

−
mt binary ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.18u)

Constraints (4.18a) and (4.18b) relate partition activation variables to charge and dis-

charge, respectively. Constraints (4.18c) and (4.18d) update charge and discharge SoC as a

function of their respective deviation variable. Constraints (4.18e) and (4.18f) bound charge

and discharge SoC deviation variables to the length of the active partition. Constraints

(4.18g) and (4.18h) bound charge and discharge current deviation variables. Constraint

(4.18i) and (4.18j) update charge and discharge current variables by adding the respective

deviation variables to the lower bound. Constraints (4.18k) and (4.18l) update Z+
t and Z−

t ,

respectively. Constraints (4.18m) and (4.18n) provide lower bounds to δz+t and δz−t devia-
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tion variables, while constraints (4.18o) through (4.18r) provide upper-bounds. Constraints

(4.18s) and (4.18t) provide nonnegativity restrictions, while constraint (4.18u) provides bi-

nary restrictions.

4.5.5 (UP6) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on charge and dis-

charge current, which we tailor from NF4r in [38].

Sets

n ∈ N number of charge and discharge current partitions [integer]

Parameters

p+n , p
−
n battery upper bound of partition n for charge current and discharge

current, respectively [A]

p+n = iL+ +
(iU+ − iL+)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

p−n = iL− +
(iU− − iL−)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

Variables

δsoc
+

nt , δsoc
−

nt deviation in SoC for charge and discharge relative to the lower partition
bound s, respectively, in partition n in time t [fraction]

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
nt, λ

−
nt 1 if battery partition n for charge and discharge, respectively, is active in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]

(Constraint set 21)
∑

n∈N

λ+
nt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.19a)

∑

n∈N

λ−
nt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.19b)
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(Constraint set 24)
∑

n∈N

p+n−1λ
+
nt ≤ I+t ≤

∑

n∈N

p+nλ
+
nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19c)

∑

n∈N

p−n−1λ
−
nt ≤ I−t ≤

∑

n∈N

p−nλ
−
nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19d)

(Constraint set 36)

Bsoc+

t = s+
∑

n∈N

δsoc
+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19e)

Bsoc−

t = s+
∑

n∈N

δsoc
−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19f)

0 ≤ δsoc
+

nt ≤ (s̄− s)λ+
nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.19g)

0 ≤ δsoc
−

nt ≤ (s̄− s)λ−
nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.19h)

(Constraint set 44)

Z+
t ≥ s̄I+t +

∑

n∈N

(

p+n δ
soc+

nt − (s̄− s)p+nλ
+
nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.19i)

Z+
t ≤ s̄I+t +

∑

n∈N

(

p+n−1δ
soc+

nt − (s̄− s)p+n−1λ
+
nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.19j)

Z+
t ≤ sI+t +

∑

n∈N

p+n δ
soc+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19k)

Z−
t ≥ s̄I−t +

∑

n∈N

(

p−n δ
soc−

nt − (s̄− s)p−nλ
−
nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.19l)

Z−
t ≤ s̄I−t +

∑

n∈N

(

p−n−1δ
soc−

nt − (s̄− s)p−n−1λ
−
nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.19m)

Z−
t ≤ sI−t +

∑

n∈N

p−n δ
soc−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19n)

(Constraint set 45)

Z+
t ≥ sI+t +

∑

n∈N

p+n−1δ
soc+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19o)

Z−
t ≥ sI−t +

∑

n∈N

p−n−1δ
soc−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.19p)
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(Nonnegativity and integrality)

δsoc
+

nt , δsoc
−

nt ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.19q)

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.19r)

λ+
nt, λ

−
nt binary ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.19s)

Constraints (4.19a) and (4.19b) relate partition activation variables to charge and dis-

charge, respectively. Constraints (4.19c) (4.19d) bound current variables by the active par-

tition. Constraints (4.19e) and (4.19f) update SoC charge and discharge, respectively. Con-

straints (4.19g) and (4.19h) bound SoC charge and discharge deviation variables, respectively.

Constraint (4.19i) through (4.19p) bound Z+
t and Z−

t . Constraints (4.19q) and (4.19r) pro-

vide nonnegativity restrictions, while constraint (4.19s) provides binary restrictions.

4.5.6 (UP7) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on SoC, which we

tailor from NF4r in [38].
Sets

m ∈M number of SoC partitions [integer]

Parameters

psocm battery upper bound of partition m for SoC [fraction]

psocm = s+
(s̄− s)

(|M| − 1)
(m− 1) ∀m ∈M : m ≥ 1, |M| ≥ 2

Variables

δ+mt, δ
−
mt deviation for charge and discharge current relative to the lower bound

iL+ and iL−, respectively, in partition m in time t [A]
Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
λ+
mt, λ

−
mt 1 if battery partition m for charge and discharge, respectively, is active in

time t, 0 otherwise [binary]
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(Constraint set 21)
∑

m∈M

λ+
mt = B+

t ∀t ∈ T (4.20a)

∑

m∈M

λ−
mt = B−

t ∀t ∈ T (4.20b)

(Constraint set 24)
∑

m∈M

psocm−1λ
+
mt ≤ Bsoc+

t ≤
∑

m∈M

psocm λ+
mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20c)

∑

m∈M

psocm−1λ
−
mt ≤ Bsoc−

t ≤
∑

m∈M

psocm λ−
mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20d)

(Constraint set 36)

0 ≤ δ+mt ≤ (iU+ − iL+)λ+
mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.20e)

0 ≤ δ−mt ≤ (iU− − iL−)λ−
mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.20f)

I+t = iL+ +
∑

m∈M

δ+mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20g)

I−t = iL− +
∑

m∈M

δ−mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20h)

(Constraint set 44)

Z+
t ≥ iU+Bsoc+

t +
∑

m∈M

(

psocm δ+mt − (iU+ − iL+)psocm λ+
mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.20i)

Z+
t ≤ iU+Bsoc+

t +
∑

m∈M

(

psocm−1δ
+
mt − (iU+ − iL+)psocm−1λ

+
mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.20j)

Z+
t ≤ iL+Bsoc+

t +
∑

m∈M

psocm δ+mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20k)

Z−
t ≥ iU−Bsoc−

t +
∑

m∈M

(

psocm δ−mt − (iU− − iL−)psocm λ−
mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.20l)

Z−
t ≤ iU−Bsoc−

t +
∑

m∈M

(

psocm−1δ
−
mt − (iU− − iL−)psocm−1λ

−
mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.20m)

Z−
t ≤ iL−Bsoc−

t +
∑

m∈M

psocm δ−mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20n)
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(Constraint set 45)

Z+
t ≥ iL+Bsoc+

t +
∑

m∈M

psocm−1δ
+
mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20o)

Z−
t ≥ iL−Bsoc−

t +
∑

m∈M

psocm−1δ
−
mt ∀t ∈ T (4.20p)

(Nonnegativity and integrality)

δ+mt, δ
−
mt ≥ 0 ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.20q)

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.20r)

λ+
mt, λ

−
mt binary ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.20s)

Constraints (4.20a) and (4.20b) relate partition activation variables to charge and dis-

charge, respectively. Constraints (4.20c) and (4.20d) bound SoC variables by the active

partition. Constraints (4.20e) and (4.20f) bound charge and discharge current deviation

variables, respectively. Constraints (4.20g) and (4.20h) update charge and discharge cur-

rent, respectively. Constraints (4.20i) through (4.20p) bound Z+
t and Z−

t . Constraints

(4.20q) and (4.20r) provide nonnegativity restrictions, while constraint (4.20s) provides bi-

nary restrictions.

4.5.7 (UP8) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on charge and

discharge current, which we tailor from NF6t in [38].
Sets

n ∈ N number of charge and discharge current partitions [integer]

Parameters

d+n , d
−
n battery partition length n for charge and discharge current, respectively

[A]
p+n , p

−
n battery upper bound of partition n for charge current and discharge

current, respectively [A]
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p+n = iL+ +
(iU+ − iL+)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

p−n = iL− +
(iU− − iL−)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

Variables

δu
+

nt , δ
u−

nt fractional deviation of charge and discharge current in partition n in time
t, respectively [fraction]

δw
soc+

nt , δw
soc−

nt represents original bilinear term for charge and discharge in partition n
in time t, respectively [fraction]

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linearization of the product of SoC and charge or discharge

current, respectively, in time t [A]
θ+nt, θ

−
nt 1 if I+t and I−t lies within one of the last |N | − n partitions as described

by I+t ≥ p+n and I−t ≥ p−n , respectively [binary]

δu
+

nt =







1 if I+t ≥ p+n
I+t −p+n−1

d+n
if I+t ∈ (p+n−1, p

+
n )

0 if I+t ≤ p+n−1

δu
−

nt =







1 if I−t ≥ p−n
I−t −p−n−1

d−n
if I−t ∈ (p−n−1, p

−
n )

0 if I−t ≤ p−n−1

δw
soc+

nt = δu
+

nt (B
soc+

t−1 − s) where 0 ≤ δw
soc+

nt ≤ (s̄− s)

δw
soc−

nt = δu
−

nt (B
soc−

t−1 − s) where 0 ≤ δw
soc−

nt ≤ (s̄− s)
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(Constraint set 26)

I+t = iL+ +
∑

n∈N

d+n δ
u+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.21a)

I−t = iL− +
∑

n∈N

d−n δ
u−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.21b)

δu
+

nt ≥ θ+nt ∀n ∈ N : n < |N |, t ∈ T (4.21c)

δu
+

nt ≤ θ+n−1,t ∀n ∈ N : n > 1, t ∈ T (4.21d)

δu
−

nt ≥ θ−nt ∀n ∈ N : n < |N |, t ∈ T (4.21e)

δu
−

nt ≤ θ−n−1,t ∀n ∈ N : n > 1, t ∈ T (4.21f)

(Constraint set 46)

Z+
t = sI+t + iL+Bsoc+

t − siL+ +
∑

n∈N

d+n δ
wsoc+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.21g)

Z−
t = sI−t + iL−Bsoc−

t − siL− +
∑

n∈N

d−n δ
wsoc−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.21h)

(Constraint set 50)

δw
soc+

nt ≥ (s̄− s)δu+nt +Bsoc+

t − s̄ ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.21i)

δw
soc+

1,t ≤ Bsoc+

t − s ∀t ∈ T (4.21j)

δw
soc+

nt ≤ δw
soc+

n−1,t ∀n ∈ N : n > 1, t ∈ T (4.21k)

δw
soc+

nt ≤ (s̄− s)δu+nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.21l)

δw
soc−

nt ≥ (s̄− s)δu−nt +Bsoc−

t − s̄ ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.21m)

δw
soc−

1,t ≤ Bsoc−

t − s ∀t ∈ T (4.21n)

δw
soc−

nt ≤ δw
soc−

n−1,t ∀n ∈ N : n > 1, t ∈ T (4.21o)

δw
soc−

nt ≤ (s̄− s)δu−nt ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.21p)

(Nonnegativity and integrality)

δu
+

nt , δ
u−

nt , δ
wsoc+

nt , δw
soc−

nt ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.21q)

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.21r)

θ+nt, θ
−
nt binary ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.21s)
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Constraints (4.21a) and (4.21b) update charge and discharge current, respectively. Con-

straints (4.21c) through (4.21f) relate fractional deviation variables to binaries. Constraints

(4.21g) and (4.21h) update Z+
t and Z−

t , respectively. Constraints (4.21i) through (4.21p)

bound δw
soc+

nt and δw
soc−

nt . Constraints (4.21q) through (4.21r) provide nonnegativity restric-

tions, while constraint (4.21s) provides binary restrictions.

4.5.8 (UP9) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on SoC, which we

tailor from NF6t in [38].

Sets

m ∈M number of SoC partitions [integer]

Parameters

dsocm battery partition length m for SoC [fraction]
psocm battery upper bound of partition m for SoC [fraction]

psocm = s+
(s̄− s)

(|M| − 1)
(m− 1) ∀m ∈M : m ≥ 1, |M| ≥ 2

Variables

δu
soc+

mt , δu
soc−

mt equal to the fractional deviation of charge and discharge SoC in in
partition m in time t, respectively [fraction]

δw
+

mt , δ
w−

mt represents the original bilinear term for charge and discharge in partition
m in time t, respectively [A]

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy for SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
θsoc+mt , θsoc−mt 1 if Bsoc+

t or Bsoc−

t lies within one of the last |M| −m partitions as
described by Bsoc+

t ≥ psocm or Bsoc−

t ≥ psocm , respectively [binary]

δu
soc+

mt =







1 if I+t ≥ psocm

Bsoc+
t −psocm−1

dsocm
if I+t ∈ (psocm−1, p

soc
m )

0 if I+t ≤ psocm−1
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δu
soc−

mt =







1 if I−t ≥ psocm

Bsoc−
t −psocm−1

dsocm
if I−t ∈ (psocm−1, p

soc
m )

0 if I−t ≤ psocm−1

δw
+

mt = δu
soc+

mt (I+t − iL+) where 0 ≤ δw
+

mt ≤ (iU+ − iL+)

δw
−

mt = δu
soc−

mt (I−t − iL−) where 0 ≤ δw
−

mt ≤ (iU− − iL−)

(Constraint set 26)

Bsoc+

t = s+
∑

m∈M

dsocm δu
+

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.22a)

Bsoc−

t = s+
∑

m∈M

dsocm δu
−

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.22b)

δu
soc+

mt ≥ θsoc+mt ∀m ∈M : m < |M, t ∈ T | (4.22c)

δu
soc+

mt ≤ θsoc+m−1,t ∀m ∈M : m > 1, t ∈ T (4.22d)

δu
soc−

mt ≥ θsoc−mt ∀m ∈M : m < |M|, t ∈ T (4.22e)

δu
soc−

mt ≤ θsoc−m−1,t ∀m ∈M : m > 1, t ∈ T (4.22f)

(Constraint set 46)

Z+
t = iL+Bsoc+

t + sI+t − iL+s+
∑

m∈M

dsocm δw
+

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.22g)

Z−
t = iL−Bsoc−

t + sI−t − iL−s+
∑

m∈M

dsocm δw
−

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.22h)
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(Constraint set 50)

δw
+

mt ≥ (iU+ − iL+)δu
soc+

mt + I+t − iU+ ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.22i)

δw
+

1,t ≤ I+t − iL+ ∀t ∈ T (4.22j)

δw
+

mt ≤ δw
+

m−1,t ∀m ∈M : m > 1, t ∈ T (4.22k)

δw
+

mt ≤ (iU+ − iL+)δu
soc+

mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.22l)

δw
−

mt ≥ (iU− − iL−)δu
soc−

mt + I−t − iU− ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.22m)

δw
−

1,t ≤ I−t − iL− ∀t ∈ T (4.22n)

δw
−

mt ≤ δw
−

m−1,t ∀m ∈M : m > 1, t ∈ T (4.22o)

δw
−

mt ≤ (iU− − iL−)δu
soc−

mt ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.22p)

(Nonnegativity and integrality)

δu
soc+

mt , δu
soc−

mt , δw
+

mt , δ
w−

mt ≥ 0 ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.22q)

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.22r)

θsoc+mt , θsoc−mt binary ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.22s)

Constraints (4.22a) and (4.22b) update charge and discharge SoC, respectively. Con-

straints (4.22c) through (4.22f) relate fractional deviation variables to binaries. Constraints

(4.22g) and (4.22h) update Z+
t and Z−

t , respectively. Constraints (4.22i) through (4.22p)

bound δw
+

mt and δw
−

mt . Constraints (4.22q) through (4.22r) provide nonnegativity restrictions,

while constraint (4.22s) provides binary restrictions.

4.5.9 (UP10) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on charge and dis-

charge current, which we tailor from NF7r in [38].
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Sets

n ∈ N number of charge and discharge current partitions [integer]

Parameters

d+n , d
−
n battery partition length n for charge and discharge current, respectively

[A]
p+n , p

−
n battery upper bound of partition n for charge and discharge current,

respectively [A]

p+n = iL+ +
(iU+ − iL+)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

p−n = iL− +
(iU− − iL−)

(|N | − 1)
(n− 1) ∀n ∈ N : n ≥ 1, |N | ≥ 2

Variables

θ+nt, θ
−
nt 1 if I+t or I−t lies within one of the last |N | − n partitions as described by

I+t ≥ p+n or I−t ≥ p−n in time t, respectively [binary]
δv

soc+

nt , δv
soc−

nt θ+nt(B
soc+

t−1 − s) and θ−nt(B
soc−

t−1 − s), respectively, for n = 1, 2, ..., |N | − 1 in
time t [fraction]

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]

(Constraint set 28)

iL+ +
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d+n θ
+
nt ≤ I+t ≤ p+1 +

∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d+n+1θ
+
nt ∀t ∈ T (4.23a)

iL− +
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d−n θ
−
nt ≤ I−t ≤ p−1 +

∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d−n+1θ
−
nt ∀t ∈ T (4.23b)
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(Constraint set 53)

δv
soc+

1,t ≥ (s̄− s)θ+1,t +Bsoc+

t − s̄ ∀t ∈ T (4.23c)

δv
soc+

nt ≥ δv
soc+

n+1,t ∀n ∈ N : n < |N | − 1, t ∈ T (4.23d)

δv
soc+

1,t ≤ Bsoc+

t − s ∀t ∈ T (4.23e)

δv
soc+

nt ≤ (s̄− s)(θ+nt − θ+n+1,t) + δv
soc+

n+1,t ∀n ∈ N : n < |N | − 1, t ∈ T (4.23f)

δv
soc+

|N |−1,t ≤ (s̄− s)θ+|N |−1,t ∀t ∈ T (4.23g)

δv
soc−

1,t ≥ (s̄− s)θ−1,t +Bsoc−

t − s̄ ∀t ∈ T (4.23h)

δv
soc−

nt ≥ δv
soc−

n+1,t ∀n ∈ N : n < |N | − 1, t ∈ T (4.23i)

δv
soc−

1,t ≤ Bsoc−

t − s ∀t ∈ T (4.23j)

δv
soc−

nt ≤ (s̄− s)(θ−nt − θ−n+1,t) + δv
soc−

n+1,t ∀n ∈ N : n < |N | − 1, t ∈ T (4.23k)

δv
soc−

|N |−1,t ≤ (s̄− s)θ−|N|−1,t ∀t ∈ T (4.23l)

(Constraint set 54)

Z+
t ≥ sI+t + iL+Bsoc+

t − sı+
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d+n δ
vsoc+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.23m)

Z−
t ≥ sI−t + iL−Bsoc−

t − sı+
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d−n δ
vsoc−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.23n)
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(Constraint set 55)

Z+
t ≥ s̄I+t + iL+Bsoc+

t − s̄iL+ + d+1 (B
soc+

t − s̄)

+
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d+n+1

(

δv
soc+

nt − (s̄− s)θ+nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.23o)

Z+
t ≤ sI+t + iL+Bsoc+

t − sı+ d+1 (B
soc+

t − s) +
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d+n+1δ
vsoc+

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.23p)

Z+
t ≤ s̄I+t + iL+Bsoc+

t − s̄iL+ +
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d+nt

(

δv
soc+

nt − (s̄− s)θ+nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.23q)

Z−
t ≥ s̄I−t + iL−Bsoc−

t − s̄iL− + d−1 (B
soc−

t − s̄)

+
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d−n+1

(

δv
soc−

nt − (s̄− s)θ−nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.23r)

Z−
t ≤ sI−t + iL−Bsoc−

t − sı+ d−1 (B
soc−

t − s) +
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d−n+1δ
vsoc−

nt ∀t ∈ T (4.23s)

Z−
t ≤ s̄I−t + iL−Bsoc−

t − s̄iL− +
∑

n∈(1,|N |−1)

d−nt

(

δv
soc−

nt − (s̄− s)θ−nt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.23t)

(Nonnegativity and integrality)

δv
soc+

nt , δv
soc−

nt ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.23u)

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.23v)

θ+nt, θ
−
nt binary ∀n ∈ N , t ∈ T (4.23w)

Constraint (4.23a) bounds charge current, while constraint (4.23b) bounds discharge

current. Constraints (4.23c) through (4.23l) bound δv
soc+

nt and δv
soc−

nt . Constraints (4.23m)

through (4.23t) bound Z+
t and Z−

t . Constraints (4.23u) and (4.23v) provide nonnegativity

restrictions, while constraint (4.23w) provides binary restrictions.

4.5.10 (UP11) Formulation

The following set of constraints and equations represents partitioning on SoC, which we

tailor from NF7r in [38].
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Sets

m ∈M number of SoC charge and discharge partitions [integer]

Parameters

dsocm battery partition length m for SoC [fraction]
psocm battery upper bound of partition m for SoC [fraction]

psocm = s+
(s̄− s)

(|M| − 1)
(m− 1) ∀m ∈M : m ≥ 1, |M| ≥ 2

Variables

θsoc+mt , θsoc−mt 1 if Bsoc+

t or Bsoc−

t lies within one of the last |M|−m partitions in time t
as described by Bsoc+

t ≥ psocm or Bsoc−

t ≥ psocm , respectively [binary]
δv

+

mt, δ
v−

mt θsoc+mt (I+t − iL+) and θsoc−mt (I−t − iL+) in time t, respectively, for
m = 1, 2, ..., |M| − 1 [A]

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t charge and discharge proxy for SoC of battery in time t [fraction]
Z+

t , Z
−
t battery linear approximation variables representing the product of two

continuous variables Bsoc
t−1I

+
t and Bsoc

t−1I
−
t for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]

(Constraint set 28)

s+
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm θsoc+mt ≤ Bsoc+

t ≤ psoc1 +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm+1θ
soc+
mt ∀t ∈ T (4.24a)

s+
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm θsoc−mt ≤ Bsoc−

t ≤ psoc1 +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm+1θ
soc−
mt ∀t ∈ T (4.24b)
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(Constraint set 53)

δv
+

1,t ≥ (iU+ − iL+)θsoc+1,t + I+t − iU+ ∀t ∈ T (4.24c)

δv
+

mt ≥ δv
+

m+1,t ∀m ∈M : m < |M| − 1, t ∈ T (4.24d)

δv
+

1,t ≤ I+t − iL+ ∀t ∈ T (4.24e)

δv
+

mt ≤ (iU+ − iL+)(θsoc+mt − θsoc+m+1,t) + δv
+

m+1,t ∀m ∈M : m < |M| − 1, t ∈ T (4.24f)

δv
+

|M|−1,t ≤ (iU+ − iL+)θsoc+|M|−1,t ∀t ∈ T (4.24g)

δv
−

1,t ≥ (iU− − iL−)θsoc−1,t + I−t − iU− ∀t ∈ T (4.24h)

δv
−

mt ≥ δv
−

m+1,t ∀m ∈M : m < |M| − 1, t ∈ T (4.24i)

δv
−

1,t ≤ I−t − iL− ∀t ∈ T (4.24j)

δv
−

mt ≤ (iU− − iL−)(θ−mt − θsoc−m+1,t) + δv
−

m+1,t ∀m ∈M : m < |M| − 1, t ∈ T (4.24k)

δv
−

|M|−1,t ≤ (iU− − iL−)θsoc−|M|−1,t ∀t ∈ T (4.24l)

(Constraint set 54)

Z+
t ≥ iL+Bsoc+

t + sI+t − siL+ +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm δv
+

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.24m)

Z−
t ≥ iL−Bsoc−

t + sI−t − siL− +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm δv
−

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.24n)
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(Constraint set 55)

Z+
t ≥ iU+Bsoc+

t + sI+t − siU+ + dsoc1 (I+t − iU+)

+
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm+1

(

δv
+

mt − (iU+ − iL+)θsoc+mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.24o)

Z+
t ≤ iL+Bsoc+

t + sI+t − siL+ + dsoc1 (I+t − iL+) +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm+1δ
v+

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.24p)

Z+
t ≤ iU+Bsoc+

t + sI+t − siU+ +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocmt

(

δv
+

mt − (iU+ − iL+)θsoc+mt

)
∀t ∈ T (4.24q)

Z−
t ≥ iU−Bsoc−

t + sI−t − siU− + dsoc1 (I−t − iU−)

+
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm+1

(

δv
−

mt − (iU− − iL−)θsoc−mt

)

∀t ∈ T (4.24r)

Z−
t ≤ iL−Bsoc−

t + sI−t − siL− + dsoc1 (I−t − iL−) +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocm+1δ
v−

mt ∀t ∈ T (4.24s)

Z−
t ≤ iU−Bsoc−

t + sI−t − siU− +
∑

m∈(1,|M|−1)

dsocmt

(

δv
−

mt − (iU− − iL−)θsoc−mt

)
∀t ∈ T (4.24t)

(Nonnegativity and Integrality)

δv
+

mt, δ
v−

mt ≥ 0 ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.24u)

Bsoc+

t , Bsoc−

t , Z+
t , Z

−
t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (4.24v)

θsoc+mt , θsoc−mt binary ∀m ∈M, t ∈ T (4.24w)

Constraint (4.24a) bounds charge SoC, while constraint (4.24b) bounds discharge SoC.

Constraints (4.24c) through (4.24l) bound δv
+

mt and δv
−

mt . Constraints (4.24m) through (4.24t)

bound Z+
t and Z−

t . Constraints (4.24u) and (4.24v) provide nonnegativity restrictions, while

constraint (4.24w) provides binary restrictions.

4.5.11 Computational Study

In this section, we solve (UP2) through (UP11) as MIPs on a Sun Fire x2270 m2 with 24

processors (2.93 GHz each), 48 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, using GAMS 24.1.3, which employs

the branch and bound algorithm using CPLEX 12.5.1.0. We consider only four partitions

per formulation (four per variable when partitioning on one variable, two per variable when
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partitioning on both variables), which we deem near-optimal from our analysis of Figure 4.4.

We implement an IFS as part of the solution process (see Figure 4.6).

Table 4.2 Computation time (minutes) to solve each of the 14 FOB scenarios (|T |=8,760)
for (UP2) through (UP11) with four-partitions and a “warmstart.” Termination criteria is:
minimum of 5% optimality gap or 10 hours. †indicates model did not solve to desired gap in
fewer than 10 hours; for these three scenarios, maximum optimality gap is 7.17%. CPLEX
settings are “threads” =15 and “mipstart”=1.

Computation Time (min)

Scenario (UP2) (UP3) (UP4) (UP5) (UP6) (UP7) (UP8) (UP9) (UP10) (UP11)

Bagram 15 110 9 13 9 11 12 14 15 12

Bamako † † † † † † † † † †

Brazzaville 11 148 10 15 12 14 15 15 11 15

Buenos Aires † 268 † † † † † † † †

Dili 23 15 33 53 38 9 11 12 7 10

Dushanbe 32 19 303 † 40 115 118 26 77 27

Boston 90 255 87 145 64 35 24 61 64 46

Gangneung 29 223 64 166 26 60 24 83 17 20

Istanbul 29 39 16 111 29 38 15 106 25 28

Kuwait 36 22 36 212 161 108 110 98 20 59

Mexico City † † † † † † † † † †

San Salvador 165 23 13 11 10 10 14 20 28 15

Springfield 69 275 19 140 91 88 36 80 40 77

Tallinn 53 130 13 459 11 † 20 19 50 15
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CHAPTER 5

TEMPERATURE AND FLOW BATTERY MODELING

Battery temperature is primarily influenced by ambient temperature and the heat gener-

ated by the chemical reactions that occur within the battery at discharge; failure to consider

these effects may lead to undersized procurement, infeasible outputs, and/or over-estimated

lifetime [30]. Most research, however, omits temperature from modeling. A common assump-

tion to support this omission is that batteries reside in a climate-controlled environment, in

which temperature effects on performance are negligible. This assumption is not always

realistic or feasible for remote locations; therefore, we demonstrate how to employ ambient

temperature forecasts known a priori, which maintains the linearity of the problem, as a sub-

stitute for battery temperature in calculating values for capacity and resistance parameters.

To validate tractability of our approach, we solve the 14 FOB scenarios with this modified

set of battery constraints (Pθ).

Flow batteries are a new and innovative rechargeable energy storage technology that

not only offer the unique design characteristic of decoupling power and energy, which al-

lows for customization of battery design to demand, but their expected lifetime is two to

three times longer than that of their rechargeable battery counterparts. Although energy

efficiencies are less than those of lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries, flow batteries are ideal

for long-term energy storage, or backup power, and are already supporting large distributed

renewable power plants involving solar and wind technologies across the globe. Modeling

flow batteries involves both nonlinearities and nonconvexities; however, through an empirical

analysis of published data, we linearize these constraints for implementation in a hybrid sys-

tem optimization model. In this chapter, we introduce (Pflow), which is a set of battery-only

constraints for flow batteries; however, given there is no data available, we do not present a

computational study.
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5.1 Battery Temperature Modeling (Pθ)

In this section, we modify constraints in (PB) to account for temperature effects on

capacity and resistance, which we call (Pθ) [68]. A review of the nonlinear battery models

presented in Chapter 3 indicates that the CIEMAT model, which, through its application of a

polynomial penalty function to adjust dispatch, is the only one that accounts for temperature

[25]. Neither Peukert’s equation nor the KiEBM battery model [52] includes temperature;

however, [52] acknowledges that it impacts available discharge and offers that Arrhenius’

nonlinear rate equation may be useful in modeling temperature effects on performance,

because most chemical processes in the battery speed up at higher temperatures. Both [39]

and [51] do just this, employing Arrhenius’ exponential rate equation to adjust performance

parameters to battery temperature. Both ambient temperature and the chemical reactions

that accompany discharge strongly influence battery temperature; however, if the average

current rates are kept relatively low, which our steady-state assumptions support, we can

assume that any increased heating of the battery due to operating current is negligible. In

this instance, ambient temperature is a reasonable approximation of battery temperature

[67, 74].

5.1.1 Formulation

In this section, we present (Pθ), which we formulate for one battery technology. If we

relax this assumption, all variables must include indices b and k, and all parameters include

index b. We implement the following parameters and variables to facilitate our efforts:
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Parameters

cr battery reference capacity-rate [h]
c−t battery discharge capacity slope coefficient as a function of temperature in

time period t [h]
k1, k2 temperature coefficient for capacity and resistance, respectively [K]
rintt internal resistance of the battery as a function of temperature in time period

t [Ohm]
rref battery reference resistance [Ohm]
θref battery reference temperature [K]
θt ambient temperature forecast in time period t [K]

Variables

Tt variable battery cell temperature in time period t [K]

In (PB), we model adjustable capacity using a linear function (see (3.4g)) that facilitates

the derivation of rate-capacity bounds
(

cref

τ−c−

)

Bsoc
t−1 for feasible discharge current. Addition-

ally, we account for changes to terminal voltage by adding or subtracting a resistance term to

the open-circuit voltage (see equation (3.5b)). In both cases, we assume that parameters c−

and rint are constant; however, temperature impacts the values of both of these parameters.

Figure 5.1 demonstrates how increasing the temperature affects capacity and the resistivity

of the battery.

Figure 5.1 Left: a comparison between temperature independent, rint, and temperature
dependent, rintt , across temperatures ranging from 15 degrees C to 45 degrees C. Right: a
comparison between temperature independent, c−, and temperature dependent, c−t , across
feasible discharge current values for varying temperatures (15, 25, 35, and 45 degrees C).
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In relating c− and rint, which are now indexed by time period t, to temperature, we apply

a technique similar to that of [39] and [51]. Because Tt is a variable, c−t and rintt also become

variables. These relationships follow:

c−t = cre
k2

(

1

Tt
− 1

θref

)

∀t ∈ T (5.1)

rintt = rrefe
k1

(

1

Tt
− 1

θref

)

∀t ∈ T (5.2)

Employing ambient temperature θt, which we know a priori, in equations (5.1) and (5.2) to

estimate Tt maintains c−t and rintt as temperature-dependent parameters indexed by time t:

c−t = cre
k2

(

1

θt
− 1

θref

)

∀t ∈ T (5.3)

rintt = rrefe
k1

(

1

θt
− 1

θref

)

∀t ∈ T (5.4)

Substituting (5.3) and (5.4) into (PB), we formulate (Pθ) as follows:

Constraints (Pθ)

P+
t =

(
avBsoc

t−1 + bv + rintt iavg
)
I+t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.5a)

P−
t =

(
avBsoc

t−1 + bv − rintt iavg
)
I−t ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.5b)

I−t ≤

(
cref

τ − c−t

)

Bsoc
t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.5c)
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I+t ≤ cref (1− Bsoc
t−1) ∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.5d)

s ≤ Bsoc
t ≤ s̄ ∀t ∈ T (5.5e)

ıB+
t ≤ I+t ≤ ı̄B+

t ∀t ∈ T (5.5f)

ıB−
t ≤ I−t ≤ ı̄B−

t ∀t ∈ T (5.5g)

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + τ

(

η+I+t − I−t
cref

)

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.5h)

B+
t +B−

t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T (5.5i)

Bsoc
t , I+t , I

−
t , P

+
t , P−

t ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (5.5j)

B+
t , B

−
t binary ∀t ∈ T (5.5k)

Equations (5.5a) and (5.5b) represent power entering and leaving the battery, respectively,

with rintt substituted for rint. We linearize the bi-linearities in these equations as we do in

Chapter 2 by employing their convex envelopes. Constraint (5.5c) provides rate-capacity

bounds for discharge current with c−t substituted in for c−. Constraints (5.5d) through

(5.5k) follow from (PB).

5.1.2 Approximation Error Analysis

In this section, we analyze the effects of neglecting temperature in calculating c− and

rint, for which we define the following variables for discharge:

Variables

δc
−

t c− approximation error, which is the change in discharge rate-capacity
bounds (see (3.5c)) due to temperature [A]

δr
−

t rint approximation error, which is the change in discharge power dispatch
(see last term in (3.5b)) due to temperature [W]

Resistance approximation error for charge is equal in magnitude, but has an opposite effect

on charge power as discharge, i.e., it is added to the voltage equation not subtracted (see

equation 3.5a)) so we do not explicitly represent it in the following discussion.
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δc
−

t =

{(

cref

τ − c−

)

Bsoc
t−1 −

(

cref

τ − c−t

)

Bsoc
t−1

}

∀t ∈ T (5.6)

δr
−

t = (rint − rintt )iavgI−t ∀t ∈ T (5.7)

To better understand the effects of temperature on dispatch, we graph c− against c−t

(see Figure 5.2, left) and rint against rintt (see Figure 5.3, left) for the Bagram scenario.

Although we only present analysis on one scenario, temperature forecasts for the remaining

13 scenarios indicate similar deviation. The right side of Figure 5.2 depicts δc
−

t , which, for

a maximum discharge ranges from under-estimating available discharge current by 2.1% to

over-estimating it by 17.5%. Similarly, the right side of Figure 5.3 represents δr
−

t over the

time horizon for the Bagram scenario, which ranges in error from −1 to 8 kW for discharge,

in which negative values represent an under-estimation.

Figure 5.2 Left: graphical depiction of parameter values c−, temperature independent,
against c−t , temperature dependent, over time for the Bagram scenario. Right: δc

−

t for
all values of SoC, which ranges between -2.1% to 17.5%. Results are for a 200 kWh (904
Ah) lithium-ion battery.

5.1.3 Computational Study

We solve instances of (U) with (Pθ) as a MIP on a Sun Fire x2270 m2 with 24 processors

(2.93 GHz each), 48 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, using GAMS 24.1.3, which employs the branch-

and-bound algorithm using CPLEX 12.5.1.0 for the FOB scenarios. Figure 5.4 compares
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Figure 5.3 Left: graphical depiction of parameter values rint, temperature independent,
against rintt , temperature dependent, for the Bagram scenario. Right: δr

−

t over the time
horizon, which ranges in value from −1 to 8 kW. Results are for a 200 kWh (904 Ah)
lithium-ion battery.

computation times to solve (U) with (Pθ) and (U) with (PB) to within 5% of optimality. In

general, temperature modifications in (Pθ) lead to between 2 and 6% less frequent battery

use per scenario in terms of total power discharged and charged. Although battery dispatch

decreases, objective function values of solutions to the FOB scenarios between the two models

are within one percent of each other.

5.2 Flow Battery Model (Pflow)

In this section, we present (Pflow) [76], which is a modification of (PB) for Redox Flow-

Batteries (RFB), which are thoroughly described in [80], for implementation in a hybrid

system optimization model. A flow battery is best described as the combination of a conven-

tional battery and a fuel cell, in which a liquid electrolyte that is stored in a tank (of variable

size) flows through an electrolyzer (of variable size) inducing an ionic exchange between the

cathode and anode that generates electricity [5, 75]. Energy available is proportional to

the amount of electrolyte stored in tanks, while power is proportional to the size of the

electrolyzer. The flexibility of choosing energy (tank size) and power (electrolyzer size) in-

dependently makes these systems attractive [75]. Although RFBs do not have high energy

efficiencies, they have the following advantages over other rechargeable batteries, such as
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Figure 5.4 Computation times comparing (U) with (Pθ), i.e., temperature dependen and
(U) with (PB), i.e., temperature independent. Each scenario is solved to the minimum of 10
hours or within 5% of optimality. Default CPLEX 12.5.1 settings are used with the addition
of “threads”=15 and “memoryemphasis=1.”

lead-acid and lithium ion: (i) capacity is only constrained by the size of available electrolyte

storage tanks; (ii) capacity can be regenerated after many cycles by re-balancing the elec-

trolyte; (iii) recharging is not dependent on a power source, and (iv) lifetime is two to three

times longer than comparable rechargeable batteries [71].

Although flow battery technology is relatively new and unexplored, research strongly

indicates that modeling RFBs is both nonlinear and nonconvex, which implies intractability

for our problem; however, none of this research considers the steady-state design and dispatch

problem [75, 84, 47, 71]. Rather, the majority of research on RFBs focuses on design given

the aforementioned characteristics of RFBs. Results from [75] (see Figure 5.5) reveal that

relationships involving voltage and SoC are linear throughout most of the feasible values of

SoC.

5.2.1 Derivation

We define the following additional sets, parameters, and variables to facilitate our anal-

ysis:
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Figure 5.5 Data from [75] indicates a linear relationship between voltage and SoC for a
majority of feasible values of SoC.

Parameters

c0 constant flow rate parameter [m
h
]

cv total concentration of vanadium ions (V 2+ + V 3+ or V 4+ + V 5+) [mol
m3 ]

α, β charge discharge behavior tuning parameters [unitless]
f Faraday’s constant [ Ah

mol
]

lx,0, lh,0 base thickness and height of the electrode, respectively [m]
ncell number of cells in battery [integer]
θ temperature [K]
r universal gas constant [ J

mol K
]

rcell resistance of single cell [Ohm·m2]
v0 battery voltage at reference temperature [V]

Variables

A area of the flow battery electrolyzer [m2]
Ain area available for fluid entrance [m2]
Lw width of electrolyzer [m]
Q total volumetric flow rate of electrolyte in either anode or cathode consisting

ncell [m
3

h
]

V r volume of the electrolyte (each anolyte and catholyte) [m3]
Vt terminal voltage of the battery in time period t [V]
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In previous chapters, we explicitly formulate the nonlinear model prior to deriving the

linearization of it; however, given the complexities of the flow battery model, we refer the

reader to [75]. We extract only the necessary information to model RFBs for steady-state

dispatch. We include two tuning parameters (α) and (β) to facilitate calculating SoC Bsoc
t

and voltage Vt for RFBs, which from [75] follow as:

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + τncell (I
+
t − I−t )

cvfV r
∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.8)

Vt = ncell

[

v0 +
8αrθ

f

(

Bsoc
t−1 −

I+t − I−t
2cvf · (ncell)−1Q

− 0.5

)

−
(I+t − I−t )r

cell

A

(

1 +
4β(I+t − I−t )

cvf · (ncell)−1Q

)
]

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.9)

If we assume that the flow rate is relatively high, then we can ignore the last term

4βncell(I+t − I−t )(c
vf ·Q)−1 in (5.9), which accounts for low flow rates, but to ensure it stays

high, we fix the flow velocity Q = c0ncellAin, in which c0 is a constant. We then substitute

this relationship into (5.9) and cancel out like terms:

Vt = ncell

[

v0 +
8αrθ

f

(

Bsoc
t−1 −

I+t − I−t
2cvf · c0Ain

− 0.5

)

−
(I+t − I−t )r

cell

A

]

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.10)

Note Ain = lx,0Lw, the area available for fluid entrance, is different from A = lh,0Lw,

which equals projected area and the product of height and width; however, the RFB design

framework employs a fixed number of cells with a fixed height of the electrolyzer, which

implies both lx,0 and lh,0 are also fixed, so both A and Ain are solely functions of Lw. We

then substitute these relationships into (5.10):

Vt = ncell

[

v0 +
8αrθ

f

(

Bsoc
t−1 −

I+t − I−t
2cvf · c0lx,0Lw

− 0.5

)

−
(I+t − I−t )r

cell

lh,0Lw

]

∀t ∈ T : t > 1

(5.11)
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For ease of presentation, we consolidate parameters within each term into one and define

k1 through k4:

k1 =
τncell

cvf

[m3

A

]

(5.12)

k2 = ncell

(

v0 −
4αrθ

f

)

[V] (5.13)

k3 = ncell

(

8αrθ

f

)

[V] (5.14)

k4 = ncell

(

4αrθ

cvf 2 · c0lx,0
+

rcell

lh,0

)

[Ohm ·m] (5.15)

We then substitute k1 through k4 into (5.8) and (5.11):

Bsoc
t = Bsoc

t−1 + k1
(I+t − I−t )

V r
∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.16)

Vt = k2 + k3B
soc
t−1 − k4

(I+t − I−t )

Lw
∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.17)

Similar to (PB), we approximate current in (5.17) with iavg, which requires separate

charge and discharge voltage equations:

V +
t = k2 + k3B

soc
t−1 + k4

iavg

Lw
∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.18)

V −
t = k2 + k3B

soc
t−1 − k4

iavg

Lw
∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.19)

Power is a function of current and voltage, so charge and discharge calculations follow

as:

P+
t =

(

k2B
soc
t−1 + k3 + k4

iavg

Lw
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Voltage

)

I+t
︸︷︷︸

Current

t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.20)

P−
t =

(

k2B
soc
t−1 + k3 − k4

iavg

Lw
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Voltage

)

I−t
︸︷︷︸

Current

∀t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.21)
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5.2.2 Formulation

In (PB), we input known sizes of battery technologies for procurement as opposed to

solving for one battery with a variable capacity, because it facilitates linear modeling. If we

take this same approach with RFBs, i.e., we determine a set of flow-batteries for procurement

a priori, we can apply similar techniques in tractably modeling RFBs. First, we differentiate

parameters and variables in Section 5.2.1 by adding a b index and then we change: V r ← v̇b

and Lw ← l̇b in equations (5.16), (5.20), and (5.21).

Sets

b ∈ B set of all flow batteries, which differ by thickness of electrolyzer and volume
[integer]

Parameters

l̇b width of electrolyzer in battery b [m]
v̇b volume of battery b [m3]

Objective Function

min
∑

b∈B

c̃bWb (5.22)

Constraints (Pflow)

P+
bt =

(

k2bB
soc
t−1 + k3b + k4b

iavgb

l̇b
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Voltage

)

I+bt
︸︷︷︸

Current

∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.23)

P−
bt =

(

k2bB
soc
t−1 + k3b − k4b

iavgb

l̇b
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Voltage

)

I−bt
︸︷︷︸

Current

∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.24)
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Bsoc
bt = Bsoc

b,t−1 + k1b

(ηI+bt − I−bt
v̇b

)

∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T : t > 1 (5.25)

0 ≤ I+bt ≤ ı̄bB
+
bt ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.26)

0 ≤ I−bt ≤ ı̄bB
−
bt ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.27)

0 ≤ P+
bt ≤ p̄bB

+
bt ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.28)

0 ≤ P−
bt ≤ p̄bB

−
bt ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.29)

sbWb ≤ Bsoc
bt ≤ s̄bWb ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.30)

B+
bt +B−

bt ≤ Wb ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.31)

Bsoc
bt , I+bt , I

−
bt , P

+
bt , P

−
bt ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.32)

B+
bt , B

−
bt ,Wb binary ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (5.33)

The objective function (5.22) determines cost of battery procurement. Constraints (5.23)

and (5.24) determine the power entering and leaving the battery as the product of current

and voltage, respectively. We do not explicitly model voltage in these constraints as it

is a function of current and SoC. We linearize the bilinear terms Bsoc
bt I+bt and Bsoc

bt I−bt in a

manner similar to that given in Chapter 2. Constraint (5.25) uses an ampere-hour counting

method to increase or decrease the previous time period’s SoC by the quotient of the current

passed during each time period and volume of the battery. Constraints (5.26) through (5.29)

bound charge and discharge current and power, but ı̄b and p̄b are a function of v̇b and l̇b,

which negates rate-capacity modeling. Constraint (5.30) sets an SoC operating range and

links it to procurement. Constraint (5.31) restricts battery operations to either charge or

discharge for a time period given procurement. Lastly, constraints (5.32) and (5.33) provide

nonnegativity and binary restrictions, respectively.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we review the major contributions of our research and provide recom-

mendations for future work.

6.1 Major Contributions

Our most noteworthy contribution is a tractable mixed-integer optimization model for

the remote hybrid system design and dispatch problem that solves year-long demand scenar-

ios at hourly fidelity, while closely approximating nonlinear battery dispatch. In developing

this optimization model, we apply the following methodology: (i) formulate the nonlinear

model, which we derive from a chemist’s algorithm that determines feasible battery dis-

patch; (ii) identify possible methods to approximate the nonlinearities, whether empirically

or through known techniques such as McCormick’s relaxation; (iii) implement cuts, such as

symmetry breaking constraints that reduce the size of the feasible region; and (iv) consider

a “warmstart” to improve computational performance.

Modelers that solve design and dispatch problems often ignore the nonlinearities of the

problem. This often results in oversimplifying the problem by: (i) solving design or dispatch;

(ii) reducing the time horizon or variability of demand; (iii) considering a limited number

of demand scenarios; (iv) limiting the choices for technology procurement; (v) generalizing

technology performance, specifically batteries; (vi) ignoring the effects of temperature, both

ambient and internal, on dispatch; and/or (vii) imposing rules or bias into assigning dispatch.

We differentiate our efforts from those in previous research by developing and testing our

design and dispatch model on 14 distinct year-long, temperature-dependent demand scenar-

ios, in which we consider multiple generator, battery, and solar technologies for procurement,

and unbiased dispatch per scenario. We employ symmetry-breaking constraints, technology

operating cuts, and pre-processing algorithms to filter out suboptimal solutions to reduce
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the size of the feasible region. Our solution guarantees that the procured technologies meet

demand in every time period, i.e., we do not employ elastic variables or grid power to meet

the load in any time period. The inclusion of a commmercially developed PV tool with

spinning reserve constraints further adds to the realism of our model. Our battery-only

constraints, in which we model voltage as a function of SoC and rate-capacity effects on

discharge, are implementable in any steady-state hybrid power mixed-integer program, such

as those used to approximate unit commitment. We also demonstrate how to include the

effects of temperature on performance and how to apply these concepts to flow batteries.

In Chapters 2 and 4, we present convex relaxations to approximate bilinear terms in

our battery constraints, while in Chapter 3 we present (PB), a detailed set of battery-

only constraints, and compare it to (E), which assumes voltage and capacity are constant.

Relaxations take a variety of forms and vary in tightness relative to the objective function

value of the nonlinear solution. We prove that some relaxations solve more quickly for

our application and that detail matters in modeling battery performance. By partitioning

on one of the variables in the bilinear term in (PB), approximation error reduces by a

factor of the number of partitions, which, in our scenarios, equates to less than 1 kW per

discharge. We demonstrate that with the assistance of a “warmstart,” partitioning is a

tractable improvement.

6.2 Future Work

There are a number of possible extensions to our work, which we generalize into four

categories: (i) design validation, (ii) FOB application, (iii) alternate solution techniques,

and (iv) solver settings.

Design validation

Our research focuses on one-hour time periods, because this time fidelity is consistent

with PVWatts and EnergyPlus simulations, which provide our demand, irradiance, and tem-

perature forecasts. This time interval also facilitates tractably solving a year-long problem,

which we deem an appropriate time horizon to capture seasonal trends in demand necessary
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to make strategic procurement decisions. There is, however, considerable potential to apply

our models to problems with shorter time periods such as one minute intervals in which

demand has greater variability between time periods. Although tractability issues will in-

variably limit the time horizon to less than a year, reducing the length of the time period,

i.e., changing the value of τ , could facilitate validating procurement solutions to (U) or (UP )

by fixing the design and then solving the dispatch problem for shortened time periods.

FOB application

The motivation of our research is to provide DoD planners with an optimization tool to

design power-efficient FOBs. Given the unpredictability of events in a theater of operations,

assuming demand is forecastable for a year may not always be valid; therefore, persistence

modeling techniques could be employed to test the robustness of a procurement solution by

considering a number of possible variations to the original forecast. Alternately, another

application could involve fuel resupply, which has both a deterministic and a stochastic

application given the uncertainty of availability. Further extensions of this resupply design

and dispatch problem could include determining a feasible dispatch strategy for the procured

technology set given limited fuel availability for a set time horizon; determining how to adjust

the demand forecast given limited fuel quantities for a set time horizon; and/or determining

when to schedule fuel resupply given on-hand quantities and the demand forecast.

Alternate solution techniques

We recognize that solving the year-long monolith is not the only tractable approach;

techniques such as Lagrangian Relaxation and Benders Decomposition can also be effective

at solving large-scale MIPs. Herein lies our motivation in developing partition models,

which is to provide a more accurate alternative to (U) that solves problems with reduced

time horizons quickly, i.e., in fewer than 10 seconds. Both of the aforementioned techniques

decompose the problem into two: (i) a sub-problem and (ii) a master-problem. An advantage

of these approaches is that the sub-problems are often solvable in parallel. The ability to

employ multiple processors simultaneously may reduce computation time. Preliminary tests
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solving (U) and (UP ) for a 24-hour time horizon with default CPLEX settings and only one

processor indicate that these problems are solvable in fewer than one and eight seconds,

respectively. This potentially aligns with stochastic solution techniques, specifically, the L-

shaped method for two-stage stochastic programs, which employs a similar decomposition

strategy as those previously described. A stochastic program could capture the uncertainty

associated with modeling PV and/or demand.

CPLEX settings

Lastly, given the computational complexity of both (U) or (UP ), finding the CPLEX

settings that minimize computation time and memory is essential. For our problem and

scenarios, adjusting the settings of “mipemphasis,” “brdir,” “rinsheur,” and “heurfreq” sig-

nificantly impacts computation time and memory use; however, this impact does not benefit

each scenario identically or equally. Instead of testing different combinations of these set-

tings in which tractability is not guaranteed, we employ CPLEX default settings with a

“threads=15,” which represents the number of cores or processors available, because this

setting facilitates solving all scenarios within our prescribed conditions. There is an oppor-

tunity, however, to fine-tune CPLEX settings to improve computational performance of (U)

and (UP ) by scenario and overall.
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